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BULLDOZER STATEMENT. . . .
How we made out on Black Flag this Year A SHORT HIST R
- upto 8th August 1983
We hoped when we wrote off £5000 in
our last year's balance sheet we would
keep afloat thereafter, but our deficit
is again rearing its ugly head (yet it is
only 90' subscriptions or less away from
break-even point). The sales are looking
healthy though, especially the News
Bulletin; maybe the new Quarterly will
be a financial asset but that remains to ‘LEFT’ NATIONALISM . . . . . . .

of having no salaries, no rent and no WHO WE ARE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
other overheads whatever to pay. The
postage bill takes a heavy swipe at us so

J

S MUTU - L AID FUND meet all minor contingencies, and thankscancellations or notifications of not being to the ‘old faithfuls' for keeping up the I
et eh eddfeee e|1Y |°"9eT ere elmeet e5 Guam SS £1-78'78( surrey I'D £5; work of solidarit . We also learn fromt London oc £5, Total £183.73 . Yd . h
‘WGICOITIB HS SUDS. Less: Ranaway £10’ Spanish V3l'lOUS SOUFCBS an prisoners W OSB TIBITIBS

. . . . . . have passed on that they have been' f l £10, C so printing we . . . . .Some comrades have taken up the initiative '”'s°"°'s am ‘es om . reeeiviiis eelideriiv direei!d . £5 Total £25 We have £163 78 in hand
e" Willie" efi t° P'i$°"e'$ end meneged ' ' ' DAM is co-operating with us to send an
to keep up contact on a regular basis, this A_|5°: Va"°°""°' 5 appeal ' S“"'°Y I-D £5-i offset litho to the Brazilian comrades. We
is wonderfuh Any other readers who want Tiverton Anarchists £3, Anon Streatham have been hejd up by an apparent inter.

uption in communications with Rio de
Thanks to a magnificent response from Jel1ell'0- A5 500" 35 We heel’ the Preleet
one comrade we have enough in hand to Ce" 9° f°l'W3l'd-

to help out with the correspondence and
adopt a prisoner should write in and we
will reply, help with suggestions for how
to get involved.

The News Bulletin has attracted a good
deal‘of news reports from readers in the
different areas the Flag reaches, this flow
of information is a great help. Also
cartoons, photographs and clippings "
are beginning to come in too. We want to
thank all our readers who have helped
out and welcome new subscribers to get
busy too.
Printing costs paid 677.00
Postage 31 3.53
Stationery 51 .30

---- 1041.83

Sales & Subs 474.82
Donations* 75.00 549.82

Lost ' 492.01
Add previous deficit 324.91

 DEFICIT £316.92
*Dontions: London TH £50, JT £10;
So'ton DC £3; Surrey LD £2; Reading
R £10 - TOTAL £75.
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£1, Carl 8i John £21 Total £10

Which London ub is named

ist — which still makes queasy
journalists and judges shudder
-— honoured by the British
Army?
The founder of German social-
democracy, Ferdinald Lassalle,
was highly respected by most
reactionary German politicians,
as well as by the working class
generally, for his erudition and
presence; but which politician
labelled him a ‘dirty Jewish
nigger’?

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..5
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BRAZIL (The Tinder-Box Economy) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26
TOWARDS A COLLECTIVIST ECONOMY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28
CHILE: (Anarchism and the Workers Movement) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36
be seen. We still are in a unique position DAZZLING NEWMAN; MUNICIPAL ANARCHY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . as

4. Did the Anarchist Emma Gold-
Z man take the view that, if she

couldn’t dance, she didn’t want
any part of the revolution? _

5. In a recent German trial, the Q
prosecution tried to make

_ P _ i e political significance out of the
aftcr 3 Spanish guerrilla? fact that the defendant called
How was the caricature Anarch- her children Karl and Rosa

(which was rebuked by the
judge, whose Christian name was
Karl and whose mother’s happen-
ed to be Rosal): what well-

.1
I

I
1

I

There are about forty
anarchists in jail in Spain at the moment,
the majority of us detained in Carabanchel
(madrid), Segovia, and Barcelona, having
been convicted, or awaiting conviction, for
expropriations we carried out in order to
supply the CNT (anarcho-syndicalist union)
with badly needed funds, due to the fact
that the Spanish Government refuses to
return to this organisation the possessions
that were seized by fascists inrevolt on
the 18th July 1936 in an attem t to suP PP-
ress the revolutionary aspirations of the
Spanish people. The present day value of
these possessions (premises, newspapers 8:
presses, current accounts etc.) is around
2 thousand, million pesetas (10 million
pounds) yet paradoxically the CNT is
chronically short of funds to pay rent for
its premises, print propaganda and carry
out any other anarchist activities.

In my case, as an answer to all the charges
against me - five in total, adding up to a
321/2 year prison sentence - I frankly declared
before the judges that I'd carried out armed
robbery in order to restore ( and restore by
force because the Government leaves us no
other choice) a small part of that which was
taken away from the CNT by force. Several
newspapers including El Pais (Madrid daily
paper with the biggest circulation inside
Spain) printed part of my speech before
the court; As each government represents
the interests of the dominant class, regard-
less of the type of regime that happens to
exist in each country or moment in time,
and as Franco’s government (that passed
the Law of political responsibility which
enabled it to seize C.N.T. possessions
towards the end of the Civil War) was rep-
resenting the interests of capitalism, it is
the capitalists who are really responsible
for the CNT’s problems. For this reason I
directed my actions against the banks, the
true heart of the capitalist system.

¢ 

‘MN?

1 The person has suffered from unlawful So using the simple application of the
aggression Law all anarchists now in jail should have
2 S/he used reasonable restraint in order been acquitted by the courts, having met
to repel such aggression and the requirements necessary to qualify for
3 S/he did not provoke the situation exempting circumstances
Clearly the military rising on the 18th July And that isn’t all the latest penal
1936 constitutes illegal aggression, ie reforms, as well as the jurisprudence of
The crime of military rebellion, punishable the Supreme Court, have all agreed that
by anything from a 20 year prison sentence signed self confessions alone are no longer
to the Death penalty (until Capital punish sufficient proof of guilt, yet the 1TlEl]OI‘1lIY
ment was abolished in 1978) With respect of libertarians serving long sentences in
to using reasonable restraint, it’s also clear Spain today have been convicted on no
that since as I ve just stated the military more proof than such confessions ,

h were the aggressors, small groups of armed signed under the pressure of terrlble
of Course’ neither the CNT nor t e anarchists couldn’t possibly exert more tortures (physical and mental) inflicted

Snamhists .n°w in jail war? merely attempt' strength than a whole army As for the 3rd by “$10115 COPS who 1159 the 19931 beckmg
".19 to nimeve a part Oi pnvatehliropf requirement it’s obvious that the C N T of the Ley O1‘9511193 11/1980 (the 5°
S111 6 t rt tal. C pnva egrolpe OY ls. some. m.g O a Y whose aim is to emancipate all workers, called anti terrorist Law), passed undert . ti -‘en ° Qur 1 ea S ur mten on In attem wouldn’t ever want to or need to provoke the New Democracy , allowing thepting to restore to the C.N.T. at least part the army Ponce to an-est nnyene end keep them
of the possessions it lost was simply to The same (8th) Article also states that a ‘incommunicado and to interrog
defellld thepojlective property of the person is equally exempt from any criminal them for up to ten days without the ,wo e ’ tiI r S revo u onary movement‘ responsibility if while trying to avoid injury presence of a lawyer This Law has meant- - ii

As eleryone knows’ an anamhlsts reject s/he infringes on another person s rights that a lot of us have been convicted bythe existence of the State as unnecessary provldmg that the Audlenca Naclonal (3pee1a1 Court
and harmful and therefore reject all its 1 The harm S/he caused was less ‘than the that n-lee-"1;e1-rm-15:" offenders) in the
lews----H°WeVe1‘» bl! 5l1udY11'19 the 5P~'=m1§h lnjnry 5/he was in-yln to eveldeend face of unbelievable police accusations

known British politician could ;- Penal Code we discover that all those ahar 2 S/he dld not lntenguonally Cause'the New nehedy beljeyeg that the PSQE 5
be indicted in similar vein? ‘ Chis“ wh° have been °°m'i°ted f°1‘ whet ennehen (Spanish Socialist Party) victory in the

_ _ the jud es called “crimes against property” 1 1 1; 1 1; at and in the muni6_ What connection ls that _ 9 _ _ _ _ , _ With respect to the first requirement any Genera e ee 1°11 es Ye
g are in facil justified in their actions by the harm caused by our actions has l)96l'1,1I'1f1l'1 e1Pe1e1e¢i1°1'1 °I'1 the 8111 Mel! ‘£1115 Yeel‘ has

g between the famous German very same Code. For example Article 8 ofQ , is _ itely less than than the harm caused to the made eI'1Y dlfferenee to the 5°e1e1 P01111931
Anarchist John Most, terror Of the C°de states that If a Pierson acts In self C N T after its possessions had been stolen Sliueilen here The 5°°1ahst5 ma)’ be m. . . ' ' ' lthe mlmg class m thrcg coumnes’ defence or in the defence of their rights or As to the second reqmrememr HS evldent government, but they don't have any rea
and American football? s°me°ne elsfsi, then this P???“ is exempt that this situation wasn't intentionally cause Pewel‘ belle‘-lse “T15 °°mmu°s to be heldfrom any criminal responsibility and cannot caused by the C N T nor by any of 1, S by those whn have always had it the Army

not be onvi t d 'd' h t. s C C e 1 P1‘°V1 mill ii e I members the Banks and the Catholic Churchs 1 9
answers to quiz on page 3 Page 3 Black Flag Autumn 1983



So whrle a fascrst soldler was recently freed
“through lack of evidence , when h1s part
1n a failed plot to overthrow the Govern
ment was perfectly obvlous we Anarchists
rema1n Incarcerated after years of seclusion
Moreover, these fasclst pnsoners enjoy all
sorts of comforts and fac111t1es while anarch
1sts enjoy condrtrons much worse

Many po11t1c1ans have prom1sed to
return the C.N T s possesslons s1nce
the Sociahsts took offlce, 1nclud1ng the
Pres1dent himself (Felipe Gonzalez),
the Economlcs Mrmster (M1guel Boyer)
and the Pres1dent of the Senate’s Just1ce
Commrttee (Mano Garc1a Ohva ) The
latter saying that the Law of political
respons1b1l1ty passed under Franco (see
earlier 1n th1s letter), ‘consecrated the
prmczple of armed robbery’ adding The
return of these possessions IS something
that cannot be put off any longer Thus
acknowledging the anarch1st's claim to
compensauon Why then do we remam
1I‘l prison’? Any why hasn't any compen
sat1on been paid’?

If amnesty 1s a permanent demand
while pnsons exist, It 1s now an unrenoun
ceable necessity for a1ll1bertar1an ]J1‘1SOI1
ers 1n Spam, consldenng the unjustness
of our s1tuat1on In this sense I believe
mternatronal solidarity would be extremely
rmportant Nevertheless, I would l1ke to
make It clear that th1s artrcle reflects my
own personal opinions and those of
MANUEL NOGALES TORO ( a car work
er at SEAT Automobile factory, Barcelona)
who agrees wrth th1S article wholeheartedly
Unfortunately we don't know the op1n1ons
of other comrades yet because the 1Tl&]0I'1lZY
of them are at present 1n ]a1l at Carabanchel
(Madrid)

Anarch1st greetmgs to all comrades 1I'l
Br1ta1n from Segovia P1‘1SOI1,

VIVA LA C N T ' VIVA LA ANARQUIA'
AMNESTY FOR ALL LIBERTARIAN
PRISONERS'
no M11513 Qgga cnnnroo
(cu T MILITANT)
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NUCLEAR FREE DEFENCE, a Symposium ofnon-nuclear ideas (Heretic Books).
In a contribution to the book Nuclear Free Defence, Stuart Christie gives an
outline of an ‘alternative’ — that is to say, anti-authoritarian — Defence policy
which goes deeper than anyfliing written hitherto. I ,

What has raised some eyebrows among those who have read it is his accept-
ance of such things as a ‘standing anny’ - which caused one package deal critic
to dismiss it saying ‘I’m not sure he’s on the same side’ which may well be true.

...... . _ I A workers nlust include the concept of a Stan annyi Nobo can

Noel and Merle Murray are “OW in Llmer10" expect a worker’s militia +- seriously considered as a defence force of a successful
t revolution - to consist of people who take arms and sophisticated arms at that,

sen ence (they were convicted of armed robbery and home with them 01‘ place theminthe factory changing room leaving their

Shooting 3 Cop ) " Although married they are not ’ and armoured cars and craft in the nearest parking lot. Obviously hny modern country
hEl\/8 FIBVEI‘ lI)E'E:fi, 8ll0W6Cl lit‘) SEE} 6'8Cl"| CllZl‘|8I‘ El.-ll the has got to considera Standing an-ny __ but that poses 3 problem t0 the 1-e'V()]11fi()]1,
time they have been imprisoned. The cam ai n for their_ _ , P 9 for lZl1l_S standing army can be — or impose — the counter;-revolution. How is this to
Comugal fights never really got anywhere ' Noel and be overcome‘? There is no previous positive precedent to go on. This is a first
Marie are revolutionary anarchists of lon standin_ 9 9 contribution to a subject requiring considerable attention — both for its import-
and are good ‘fiends of the Black Cross ' We “OW belleve ance and for the ‘objection’ it poses in the minds of Statists to Anarchism.
that it is about time that the Irish state considers
their early release. It is too early yet for remiss-
ion, but parole is still a possibility; there are The word ‘defence’ begs many questions,
plenty of Peclple around who are more than Willing to first ofall what exactly is being defended. eve“ from’ntefnal5ub_Ver5‘cEnt{‘r0m tllelfftfigtgferifgr;
offer surety on their behalf. In the meantime Noel and ls the defence of national territory evera but "°'“ the °"“e'“""" ° e Ce“.re. W
Marie would like to receive correspondence. Show them
they are not alone. Our contact in Ireland says that
they do not have a prison number and that letters are
getting through; he also says that they prefdt to be
addressed as the Murray Family (it is important that
the prison authorities do not treat them separately)

You can also help by writing to:
Minister of Justice, Dept. of Justice, Stephens

Green, Dublin 2, Ireland.

You can contact Noel and Marie by writipg to:
The Murray Family, Limerick Gaol, County Limer-

ick, Ireland.

legitimate goal? Do you accept collective
defence at any other level, for example
that of class, race, sex, community,
cultural values or civil liberties?

Stuart Christie: The short and simple answer is yes, but
it is very important to define as precisely as" possible
what one means by ‘national territory‘. Together with
‘national interest‘ these are usually concepts defined, by
the state. Working people have to define and defend
their interests on a regional, industrial, political and
cultural basis. Collective effort is the only way they can
defend their interests effectively.

****** Defence is traditionally supposed to
Two members of Azione Rivoluzionaria, Gaby Hartwig and guarantee national security. ls sucha
Willy Piroch, are being held in sensory deprivation guarantee possible? Given the world's
‘psycho’ cells. Cameras have been installed to watch '5 P1'¢5°"*E35*'W@9l and N°"h‘5°‘"l‘

Gaby Hartwig, Carcere Specials, via Medassimc,
Vcghere, ITALY.

Willy Pircch, Carcere Specials, Andria 300 7-70059
Trani (BA), ITALY.

:It':|t':l'*:\l'

Photis Danatos, the anarchist convicted of~fire—
bombing a bank and who was on hunger strike, has
escaped and is now on the run.Photis was at first
in the prison hospital before being transferred to a
civilian hospital. With the assistance of two friends
he managed to escape from the hospital. His friend
Kyriakos Miras is also on the run.

-)(--9(--)(--X--X--K-

them constantly twenty-four hours a day. The prison ""”l"‘°"'";'wh"“;"’l“a‘:l‘h":,ag’ f:”?h“‘ A
wings have been completely automated and doors are mm can mean nomalgm U am --Ml
closed and opened by remote control. No coloured
objects are allowed inside the cells. Both are serving
a sentence of 24 years. They can be contacted as follows:

face?

Stuart Christie: Firstly, l am highly sceptical of the
claims made by the "extremists of-the centre’ as to the
expansionist aspirations of Soviet Russia. Russia has
made no territorial advances in the West since 1945 and
its diplomatic and military advances elsewhereatn an
American ‘style ‘advisory capacity‘, have been part and
parcel of the power struggle between East and West for
leadership of the developing and non-aligned nations.
The Russian military and ‘political machine is vastly
overstretched as it is. If it were to embark on a policy of
expansion it could findaitshouse of cards come tumbling
around it and push its borders back to the original Duchy
of Moscow. Another unlikely ,scena'rio is the re-
occupation of Orkney by a revanchist Danish junta. No,
the main threat as l see it doesn't come from an external
source, although such threats do undoubtedly exist, nor

“fins
1

confronted with the natural contradnctnons of democ-
racy in a highly educated, mobilised and participant-
oriented society.

As elsewhere, I believe the main threat to a nuclear-
free and non-aligned Britain (which in itself would
suggest that the mounting demands for ‘accountability’
and ‘open government‘ had been effective) would come
from NATO and -those private back-up organisations
which support it. NATO troops may not invade
physically -- for a time — but they would certainly do
everything in their power to destabilise the country
andlor contrive a series of incidents to ensure a prompt
return to the fold. I

A few years ago (1976) the Italian weekly magazine
Europeo broke a story which was later supported by the
testimony of senior army officers and the head of the
Italian and NATO intelligence service, General Miceli.
According to a secret clause to the NATO compacts of

continued next page
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1965 all the countries of NATO were to set up an
organisation composed of trustworthy and capable
individuals endowed with the necessary means and
capable of intervening effectively in the event of
external socialist aggression or internal political
upheavals.’ Known as the Rosa dei Veinte organisation,
this ‘parallel’ service was set up, according to General
Miceli, the then head of the Italian SID and director of
NATO security, ‘at the request of the Americans and
NATO‘. Basically, it was a parallel secret service and
armed militia who were carefully recruited on the basis
of their anti-communist zeal. According to Europeo, these
anti-communists, all members of neo-fascist terrorist
organisations such as Ordine Nuovo and Avanguardia
Nazionale, had received training at a NATO base in
Alghero, Sardinia, in 1968. All oi them, under the
control of NATO intelligence officers such as Guido
Giannettini and Robert Leroy, were later fully
implicated in the wave of fascist terrorism — ‘the
strategy of tension ’ — which has rocked Italy since April
1969. Eurapeo went on to state that this ‘parallel’ service
had also been set up in Britain, Belgium and Germany. It
is interesting to note that the Deputy Chief of Staff in
charge of NATO plans, operation and intelligence
during the period in question was none other than
General Sir Walter Walker, KCB, CBE, DSO, who,
when he retired as NATO C-in-C in 1972, immediately
set about establishing his private army which exists
today under the name UNISON. UNISON and other
similar little-known anti-communistlsocialist organisa-
tions such as the Legion of Frontiersmen of the
Commonwealth come under the aegis of the Resistance
and Psychological Operations Committee, a covert
group within the government-funded Reserve Forces
Association. The RFA is the representative body of
British military reservists and the British component of
the NATO-supported Confederation Inter-Alliés des
Officiers de Réserve. The RFA was formed in 1970 and is
formally an independent organisation, but its 214
members represent all the reserve units of the armed
forces. According to Chapman Pincher, close links have
been formed with similar units in several European
countries, which are actively recruiting ‘anti-communist

resistance fighters‘ (Daily Express, 18 Iuly 1977). They are
also said to have established an intelligence network
which NATO chiefs regard as being of great value. (See
State Research 2, November 1977.)

The aGreek coup of 1967 was effected by ‘Plan
Prometheus’, a NATO contingency plan devised in the
19505 to be implemented in the event of an internal
uprising. The coup itself was effected by only 300 of
Greece's 10,000-strong officer corps, most of them
drawn from the elite NATO-controlled unit, the LOK
(Mountain Assault Brigade), comprising only 700 men
and organised along the lines of the US Special Forces —
and directly trained byllthe Americans. At the time,
Colonel Papadopoulos claimed the coup was to prevent
the country going communist, but a fortnight after the
coup General Pattakos admitted it had been carried out
simply to forestall the elections. Also, the known Italian
coup plots of Iuly 1964, the Prince Borghese-led coup of
1970, the Rosa dei Veinte plot of 1973, the Edgardo
Sogno plot of 1974 — all had identified and inextricable
links with NATO and the NATO Secretariat. There
were also links between French NATO generals and the
OAS putschists in Algiers. I think there is more than
suficient evidence to support the thesis that the main
military threat to a non-aligned Britain would come
from NATO rather than Russia.

Questions of defence cannot be separated
ultimately from wider questions of
international relations. What principles
should govern British foreign policy in
future?

Stuart Christie: International policy should be directed
towards encouraging a libertarian alternative to statism
and multinational consumer capitalism that is not
marxism-leninism. The peoples of Africa, Asia, Latin
America and the Middle East should be given solidarity
in throwing off the tutelage of multinational capitalism
which views the world as its factory, farm and
supermarket and, in order to secure its investment,
imposes and bolsters the most repressive and barbaric
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regimes imaginable. The net result of this policy is to
throw the developing countries into the hands of one or
other of the two Eastern bloc countries.

Do you see any other country as offering
a model for an alternative defence policy
in Britain?

Stuart Christie: Not really. There are certainly some
useful lessons to be drawn from the experiences of such
countries as Switzerland, Israel, Yugoslavia and so on,
but there are more important historical models such as
the Makhnovist Insurrectionary Army of the Ukraine in
revolutionary Russia which was organised along
libertarian principles. There are also later examples such
as the popular militias organised by the labour unions in
Spain during the Civil War, Durruti’s Iron Column and
the Madrid-based National Council of Defence. More
importantly, in the British context, there is Tom
Wintringham’s invaluable contribution to the subject of
democratic defence policies and the experiences of the
Local Defence Volunteers, inspired by the Spanish
popular militias. Wintringham’s ideas and experiences
would certainly be worthwhile re-examining in the light
of modern-day requirements.

Military coups are a relatively common
experience in countries beset by political
and economic crises. The British army
now devotes a great deal of energy to
counter-insurgency training, i.e. against
internal ‘threats to national security’. Do
you see any danger of the army being
used to thwart the will of the people?If
so, how should democrats act to prevent
this?

 

Stuart Christie: Pio Baroja once said about the (Spanish)
army: ‘In times of peace it shoots the people. In times of
war it runs away.‘ A more contemporary observer, Field-
Marshal Lord Carver, wrote in his prefatory endorse-
ment of General Sir Frank I(itson’s Low Intensity
Operations: ‘If a genuine and serious grievance arose, such
as might result from a significant drop in the standard of

living, all those who dissipate their protest over a wide
variety of causes might concentrate their efforts and
produce a situation which was beyond the power of the
police to handle. Should this happen, the army would be
required to restore the position rapidly. Fumbling at this
juncture might have grave consequences, even to the
extent of undermining confidence in the whole system
of government.’ The fact is that if people are sufficiently
motivat_ed to take to the streets, occupy factories and
tak"e over the public services, then it is unlikely that the
government will have the confidence of the people. One
should also ask, to what position is it the army would
restore us?

It is widely recognised that defence policy
is significantly influenced by the arms
industries -— whether private or state-
owned. In Britain the manufacture and
sale of armaments provides employment
and exports. How would you deal with
the ‘defence industries‘ and the arms
trade?

Stuart Christie: Our approach to the sale of arms abroad
would have to reflect our foreign policy with regard to
the Third World and developing nations. We would
obviously be obliged to provide arms and weapons
systems to friends in need. The big problem is
identifying what is a genuine need and what is not. It
would be worthwhile taking note of what the workers of
Lucas Aerospace have done in this respect. One
approach would be to ensure only workers‘ coops were
licensed to manufacture and sell armaments and that the
members of the coops were provided with regular
background briefing on the political, social, military and
religious situation in those countries which placed the
orders. There would also need to be further safeguards
that the arms were in fact for the use of those for whom
they were ostensibly purchased.

Do you see a role for protective civil
defence in a nuclear-free Britain?

Stuart Christie: I can see no justification at all for
sustaining the myth that there is any defence
whatsoever against nuclear attack - other than
ensuring Britain is declared a nuclear-free zone. On the
other hand, however, there may well be a case for some
sort of voluntary rescue service capable of responding to
local and national disasters.

Should women play an equal role in the
armed forces at all levels?

Stuart Christie: If we wish to build a truly democratic
-l.defence force then we have to break all the moulds

which have limited and restricted us in the past. Every
single member of the community —old, young, disabled,
male, female, gay, black, white, yellow, etc. — has‘I

something they can contribute to such a defence force
Britain is unusual in not having
conscription, with responsibility for
defence left completely to ‘the 1
professionals‘. Senior officers, moreover,
vigorously oppose the reintroduction of
National Service: One reason is clearly
that a reluctant army is more trouble-
some than a willing one. Another may be
that conscription would result in the
influx of political ideas that at present
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have little currency in the services, as
well as in the wide dissemination of a
familiarity with weapons and tactics.
Would you support universal military
training (or alternatively training in non-
violent r.esistance) if the context were
sufficiently democratic? What would this
condition mean. in Practice?

-I

Stuart Christie: I would only support universal military
training -— or training in non-violent resistance — if I
were convinced the context was sufficiently democratic
and it was organised on a purely voluntary basis with
emphasis on the workplace as the basic militia-training
unit. Bonds are strongest there and mutual knowledge
deepest. The other headache,of course,would be how to
neutralise or minimise the effect of neo-fascist-and anti-
democratic elements who may try to infiltrate in order
to control the defence force at platoon level. Properly
structured, however, I don't think they would present
much of a danger and contact with a wider circle of
people would, I'm sure, have a positive effect on all but
the more obsessive and hardened of them.

Do you see any scope for defence
cooperation between a nuclear-free
Britain and any other country or I
countries? What might this involve?

Stuart Christie: Most definitely. The more allies or
friends you can call on, the more effective your defence
will be. However, defence agreements would not be
between nation states as such, but rather based on
mutual solidarity pacts between genuinely democratic
and representative institutions in each country or
region. Imagine what a difference a full-blooded task
force such as that sent to the Falklands would have had
on Franco -— to say nothing of Hitler. Obviously the
decision to intervene militarily in another country’s
internal affairs is not one to be taken lightly, but mutual
solidarity pacts between representative democracies will
be essential if we are to defend ourselves successfully
against the forces of reaction.

Would you personally be prepared to kill
people in any circumstances? Do you
draw a line between acceptable and
unacceptable forms of resistance?

Attitudes to militarism have been rather
mixed on the left, except among pacifists.
Many people who in principle are opposed
to militarism have found themselves
accommodating a degree of militarist
outlook in relation to national liberation
movements and the defence of
‘revolutionary’ states. ls it possible to
pursue any sort of armed defence policy
without contributing to militarism?

Stuart Christie; That depends entirely on the social and
political motivation of those involved and the organisa-
tional structure of the defence force. Traditionally,
guerrilla and liberation movements have had most
success when they are fighting on their own territory
and in defence of their class interests. The danger of
militarism arises when a conflict develops between
obligations to one‘s comrades and the society of the
outside world. Also dangerous is the abandonment or
suspension of normal moral and social considerations.
Only a soldier of the nation state or of a marxist-leninist
or corporate state claims to be released from personal
morality on taking his or her oath of allegiance. So far as
anarchists are concerned, the manner in which we carry
out our tasks is as important as the task itself.

Safeguards can be built in to ensure the armed forces
remain defensive in concept. The defence units must be
democratically structured and seen as an integral part of
the community, sharing common goals -— not
something grafted on by an external authority or under
the control of any political party or organisation. Instant
unquestioning obedience would be superfluous in a
well-managed and democratically controlled defence
force.

Alternative defence proposals cover a
wide spectrum. At the least radical end is
the retention of a strong conventional
force and perhaps even membership of a
de-nuclearised NATO. At the most
radical end are policies based on ‘civilian
defence’, i.e. organised but non-violent
resistance. In between there are various
possibilities based on territorial forces or
a citizens‘ militia. There is also the view
that aggression is best dealt with by non-
resistance. What kind of policy do you
advocate, would it have a deterrent effect,
and what are your comments on the other
approaches?

Stuart Christie: One definition of war is that it is ‘an act
of violence to compel our opponent to fulfill our will

Stuart Christie: As an anarchist I am bound by my social
and political beliefs to a mode of working that reflects
and furthers those beliefs. As to killing people, I think
the line I would draw would be that dictated by common
sense. I don't think I would hesitate to shoot anyone
threatening the lives of innocent people if it appeared to
me obvious they meant to carry out their threat —- or
someone with their finger on the button that would
trigger off World War III. On the other hand, knowing
what I know now, I doubt if I would have become
involved in a plot to assassinate General Franco in 1964.
The yea rs between 1936 and 1945, perhaps — but 1964.
no. I should add that the mere fact I was arrested and
sentenced to twenty years for what I did probably
achieved more for the anti-francoist movement in terms
of mobilising world opinion than killing Franco would
have done.- ' I 983Black Flag Autumn 1983 page 3 Page 9 Black Flag Autumn

Nation states are born in violence, for the most part
relate to each other through violence and maintain their
power and privilege through violence or the threat of
violence. If there were some viable non-violent method
of overcoming or neutralising an enemy without
causing bloodshed not only pacifists but squaddies
would be overjoyed as well. E

I would advocate a two-tier defence policy -—- a
standing army and a Community Defence Force based
on a local and industrial level. A standing professional
army would act as a front-line defence force in the event
of external aggression.

This outstanding defence force would, of course, be
structurally different to the present army and would be
run by Soldiers’ Councils. It would be organised on three
basic principles: voluntary enlistment, an electoral

ANARCHIST ALTERNATIVES TO DEFENCE ANARCHIST ALTERNATIVES TO DEFENCE
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command structure whereby all commanders are elected
by units (each basic unit being small enough to work out
its own fluid command structure), -and self-discipline
whereby rules for discipline are drawn up by the
Soldiers’ Councils and generally approved and ratified
by all units. The disciplinary rules would have to be
observed on the basis of individual responsibility and
awareness of the possible results of ill-discipline on one‘s
fellow soldiers and the community one is defending.

There is a lot of nonsense talked about anarchists
balking at providing leadership in a situation where
immediate decisions have to be made. In small units the
relationship is similar to that between a musician and a
conductor, or a nurse and a surgeon. Even in much
larger groups a similar relationship can exist between
commanders (not officers!) and men as witness the
defence of Madrid in 1939 by the National Council of
Defence coordinated by the ‘anarchist bricklayer
Cipriano Mera, commander of the IV Army Corps.

An anarchist would require that all defence units
should be independent of orders from external sources,
except in the case of overall strategy as agreed by unit
coordinators at platoon level. The basic defence unit
should comprise small groups of 5-15 persons, loosely
grouped in a non-hierarchical fashion into platoons of
approximately 100. These units would be responsible for
organising their own training and identifying targets
and local objectives as well as running their own
intelligence-gathering and counter-intelligence func-
tions. It would require, however, all intelligence to be
pooled in the data banks of a unified computer system
with compatible terminals and a common operating
procedure.

It would also be essential to avoid any tendency to
organise along conventional military lines-— to group
into large battalions under a general staff subject to
decisions based on possibly questionable political or
military expediency, or to ‘party’ or ‘popular front‘ type
control. Apart from avoiding the temptation to engage a
superior army in conventional-style warfare which
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could at worst lead to defeat, or at best unnecessary
losses of people and equipment, it would, more
importantly, ensure that political POWLL remained with
the rank and file and did not pass to the centralised
leadership. of a party as happened with such disastrous
consequences during the Spanish revolution in 1937.

I am certain a democratically structured and popularly
controlled two-tier defence force would have the desired
effect of dissuading any prospective belligerent from
any act of aggression. Apart from the enormous cost in
manpower and resources involved in having to fight
every inch of the way against an enemy which
encompasses the entire population and maintaining
lines of supply to an army of occupation, there is also the
destabilising effect in the home and other occupied
territories of properly conducted psychological warfare
on the aggressor’s military forces and civilian popula-
tion. A people who place their entire confidence in an
army which is then defeated are easily demoralised,
subjugated and exploited.

What immediate steps could‘ be taken in
the direction of the policy you favour?

Stuart Christie: ‘First catch your hare‘ (Mrs Beeton).
The first step would be to democratise the army by
introducing military syndicates within the armed
services, establish a mechanism whereby these syndi-
cates are coordinated through Soldiers’ Councils which
would have full power to manage and coordinate the
various regiments, corps and establishments as well as
taking responsibility for military discipline and counter-
intelligence functions.

It would also be essential to ensure both tiers of the
defence force were kept independent and ‘separate.
Armed defence, for example, should come under the
control of a local authority such as the Community
Council on which local organisations such as the trades
councils etc. were represented. Each local authority
would run its own recruitment and training programme
and be responsible for its‘ own equipment and back-up
services. I
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The present character of the British
armed forces is strongly marked by
-Britain's history of imperialism and class
division. How might a programme of
military reform tackle the internal
organisation of the armed forces, and how
would this depend on other social
advances?

Stuart Christie: According to the Guardian (16 October
1980) at least 50 per cent of the officer class has been
recruited from public schools, but I seriously doubt if a
policy of wider recruitment would change the nature of
the officer corps. In the USA, for example, the officer
corps is, on the whole, representative of the community
as a whole -- but it doesn’t improve it any! Officers
represent a superior class and, even if they don't come
from it, they are there to ensure the loyalty of the army
to the established order. Officers perceive themselves as
‘professional people‘ (i.e. those whose education and
upbringing lead them to believe they are the natural and
impartial administrators of society), but in effect their
‘officer quality’ rating is assessed on their ability to get
others to obey them. Those sort of attitudes and
relationships are anachronistic and have no place in a
genuinely democratic defence force. Ranks should be
limited to sergeant, corporal, etc., and reflect accumu-
lated experience of dealing with people, military
expertise and, above all, the confidence of those with
whom they live and work. The officer corps as such
should be abolished and the technical, scientific,
logistical and managerial functions normally assumed to
be the domain of officers and the Ministry of Defence
would be taken over by other specialist corps subject to
the same rules and regulations as the rest of the defence
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copies to be sent through the post: send
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USA, Canada, S America, Central
America, Asia, Africa, Middle East,
USSR Eastern Europe Poland, Italy,

— Anarchist theory, history, biographies Francéi Spain and P0r.[uga|I Germany’
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- Current anarchist news/analysis
- Anarcho-syndicalism
— Anarchist communism
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anarchist material as well as leftist mater
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There has been no military intervention in the
political life of this country since Cromwell, nor has
militarism ever been a strong force in British politics, but
the danger with any army in any state is that if you give
it power to deal with external or internal enemies,
ultimately it will rule the country. The main trend in
contemporary military thinking is towards the internal
rather than the external threat. The growing obsession
with the threat of organised labour as a tool of Soviet
subversion and counter-insurgency has greatly
increased the politicisation of British army officers. With
the impinging friendship circles of their class in
industry, banking and political life, this makes a
potentially dangerous enemy which feels threatened
and sensitive to any move seen as likely to diminish or
weaken its ability to defend itself. In effect, any radical
re-structuring of the armed forces would have to follow
a major scandal such as a failed ’pre-emptive‘ coup or
evidence of major corruption or malfeasance.
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‘To realize our plans and to spread the libertarian ideas to o wider public in Poland
we need urgently your political but also your practical solidarity. ’
Thus ended an ‘Appeal to the libertarian movement in the West’ of Polish libertar-
ians which has found since its first publication in December 1982 a. remarkable
resonance in the international anarchist press. Recently we received, some new
information from our comrades in Warszawa who have founded in Jiine the_
EMANUEL GOLDSTEIN GROUP and have sent us a first tape-recorded commun-
ique in which they explain today’s situation and their plans for the near future.
First some words about the results of After Rowngsc and M55 Stopped their
the solidarity campaign for the suppofli a publications because Of distribution
of the Polish comrades. The solidarity P1-0b1em5 caused mainly by right wing
fund was CIOSBCI in June Solidarnosc leaders the group was .

1'95"“? bf 3500DM (abbbt £b85UK) able to publish only the occasional -
which was collected by the internation- 31-ticje in underground Sglidaj-nggg

,,__ 31 libertarian h1°V91hebl3- The mbhby papers. Besides their difficulties with
W35 gbleh tb the Polish libertarians publishing libertarian literature the -
ib mid J11b9- with the help bf this comrades in Warszawa were not able A
Ihbbby they will be hbw able to Sbblb to get into contact with similar groups
at least the fundamental financial in Poland who are Wm-king an under
and technical Prbblbms bbbhbblled strictly conspirative conditions.
with Publishing libertarian lib?-lib today Because of these problems they concen-
ill P013111 l trated their activites mainly on trans-

Sibbb last Year the Slllbiltibh bf 0111' lations of libertarian texts which they
P0llSl'l COII1l‘3(l6S and lllll-.-‘r COI1ClllZlOI1S intgnd t0 publish hgpefully already
for their activites have become worse. this yam-_
BECHUSB Of 3. lJ0lI3.l l3Cl{ Of llt-I'Cl1I1lCi:1l Same misundgrgtandingg were gauged

equipment and financial Prbblems by using the name Sigma in their first
the group has S0 fall I101? been able ‘Appeal to the libertarian movement
I30 Publish their OW" bhdefgrbbhd in the West’ (see IZTOK-communique

l paper and pamphlets as was planned. No.5/1983 and Die Aktion. Anarchist-
l Instead they tried to spread their ideas igcheg Magazin, N0_ 2 1983, p_18)

by Writing articles lb llhdbgmalllc The decision to use this name was made
A A leftist bhdergrbbbd P399175 35 ROWROSC, out of security reasons, the confusion

a regular basis are taken through su b- M55 and in the S0l5df"'"95C*11I1dE1‘- which was caused by it was not intend-ground press with left wing tendencies. ed, Today Sigma which still exists in

Warszawa as a legal student organisat-
ion, is dominated mainly by a trotsky-
ist fraction. On the other hand Sigma
is observed of course very carefully by
the secret police who try to use Sigma
for channeling the oppositional student
movement in a legal frame which can
be controlled easily.

Because of the dangers which are
connected with contacts to Sigma
most of the libertarians broke relations
this year with this student circle and
have formed in June the independant
underground press EMANUEL GOLD-
STEIN GROUP. The name is a homage
to George Orwell, whose novel “1984"
is an underground bestseller especially
among the Polish youth.

In its first communique the
EMANUEL GOLDSTEIN GROUP
gives some general information about
today’s situation of underground
Solidarnosc and the Polish left wing
opposition followed by ‘a description
of their own specific problems, plans
and perspectives.

' D.B. -— Hamburg

ask all regular users of the library to COI'.‘fiiiL1€?fl7 next page . . . .
donation £5 a year.

Periodicals/papers include collections
(mostly complete) of most anarchist
papers for nearly all the countries ment
ioned, as well as more local anarchist
and ariarcho-syndicalist papers.

There are also extensive collections of
periodicals under the Counter-information
and Left Politics sections.

cuttings library.

4.

We have, in addition, built up a news

LIBERTARIAN
A RCH IV E AN D
DOCUMENTATION
CENTRE

-I‘

Counter-information
Feminism c
Prisons/police/legal
Fascism/anti-fascism/black resistance
Militarism/anti-militarism '
Industrial/company information etc
Capitalist economics/Dower structures
Education/Media
TeCbbbl'99V,'ecology, environmentalism
Sexuality, gay etc. '
Counter-cultu re .
Housing
Miscellaneous counter-information
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1. COMMUNIQUE OF
EMANUEL GOLDSTEIN GROUP
Warszawa
(transcription of the tape-recorded
statement)
(music in the beginning: by a very
popular Polish new wave group; the
refrain which says “we want to be
ourselves!” sound in Polish similar to
“we want to beat ZOMO!“ which is a
special police unit used for suppress-
ing demonstrations.)
This is the first communique of
Emanuel Goldstein Group.
Listen dear comrades from the West!
On June 16th we have founded the
Emanuel Goldstein Group. We are
Polish libertarians and here is some
information for our western friends.

First some words about all that
SIGMA-confusion. SIGMA is still a
group of leftists but they are active
only in the legal frames allowed by
the Communist Party. We don’t want to
have contacts with those people any-
more. Before December 13th the
situation was different. Some possib-
ilities of expressing libertarian ideas
in print existed (in the magazine
Nowa Gazeta Mazowiecka and in the
pamphlet series Archiwum Lewicy).
Now SIGMA is a kind of a security
valve. It can be a great help for the
secret police to have left wing people
gathered in one place; it is easier to
control them. By the way, now the
total number of SIGMA-members
is only seven. Before martial law it
had a membership of 50.

And now something about the
situation of Polish left-radical opposit-
ion. Within the last months the situat-
ion here has become worse. The .
contacts to other groups has been
broken, especially with well-equipped
underground publishing houses and
printing shops. They have wanted to
get twice as much money for printing
leftist underground literature, SOLID-
ARNOSC-leaders have been ordered
not to distribute publications of this
kind.

To give an example: the leaders of
SOLIDARNOSC for several times
stopped the distribution of a leftist
journal called Mis (teddy bear) because
of its revolutionary and anti-clerical.
position. So you can publish some-
thing and you will not know if you
have a chance to distribute it by the
network of SOLIDARNOSC-distrib
utors. Another example has been
Rownosc (equality). The underground
printers took money from Rowriosc
and promised to produce 2,000 copies
and actually they only produced (for
the same price)5OO ones.

Right wing elements of SOLIDAR-
NOSC —- we even can say it about all
it s top leadership — started a campaign
against these publications accusing
them of national betrayal and political
provocation. In this campaign the
most active have been people connect-
ed with an underground catholic paper
called Victoria which has the holy
mother in it’s title head. In another
paper called Niepodleglosc (Independ-
ance) — in it’s 8th issue 1982 —- they
published an article in which they
accused Rownosc to be a paper of the
security police.
Black Flag Autumn I 983 page 12
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Now the greatest chances have
probably people standing for the social q
revolutionary party in the Russian-
social democratic tradition, using
revolutionary methods to reach polit- "
ical power in future, Nationalistic-
clerical forces may also have a great
influence infuture,

And now listen to our views about
the situation. First of all we need to
say that the whole leftist and libertar-
ian traditionhas been destroyed by the
communists. So we are to support '
those libertarian tendencies existing
inside SOLIDARNO SC; today the
social revolutionary trend and tomorr-
ow after _it’s (SOLIDARNOSC’s) possible
split the trends are close to anarchism
and anarcho-syndicalism. These posit-
ions are for instance the aim for worker’s
autonomy, workers control and the very
popular idea of a self-governed societ

1"?"

"Y1”,“ -5;,,___ .
fl‘

“"*--"";Z.¢4’
Besides, libertarian publications have

been very popular among Polish workers
even if they are roman-catholics. They
are really interested in anarchist ideas,
especially because official propaganda
uses the word anarchy in a negative
context as something anti-communist.

And now some words about under-
ground SOLIDARNOSC movement.
SOLIDARNOSC is not a homogeneous
organisation. Only a part of its former
members — about 100,000 — are still
active for instance in the field of dis-
tribution of underground literature,
especially journals. We can probably
say that their total monthly numbers
of copies is from about 3 to 8 million.
The dissident Centre of Social Research
of the Masurian region (a SOLIDAR-
NOSC organisation) has knowledge
about more than 1200 different under-
ground journals published all over the
country, even in villages.

The most active members of under-
ground SOLIDARNOSC are workers,
first of all workers from big factories
in main industrial centres, college
students and intellectuals. In general,
the workers are not interested now in
short, small strikes. Of course some
strikes happen from time to time, but
they are first of all of an economic
character. The trend is to be prepared
for the general strike in the future
when circumstances are better.

There are two views of the aim of
the general strike among top leaders
of underground SOLIDARNOSC:
First is the tendency to come to a
national agreement (with the military
junta under Jaruzelski, which would
include the restoration of SOLIDAR-
NOSC as a legal trade union without
any important changes of the political
system in Poland. This tendency does
not have great support of the people,
but some leaders — for instance W.
Hardek from Krakow — supports it.
It is a kind of reformist strategy, very
doubtful in it’s results.

The second trend — the stronger
one ——— also in the leadership of
SOLIDARNOSC, for instance in
Wroclaw, Masurian region and also
in Nowa Huta, is to overthrow the
political system using revolutionary
means and perspectives.

04'I J
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Reactionaries want to get total control
of these tendencies and consequently
our aim is to support libertarian ’
elements and to attack clerical national-
ists, In the case of a general conflict,
for instance, a general strike, our place
will be of course within SOLIDARNOSC.

We shall spread libertarian ideas by
publications and we will try to win
more followers of anarchism among
students, workers and intellectuals.
This year we shall try to solve technical
and distributing problems of publish-
ing_ First of all we are going to buy a
printing machine which makes us
independent of SOLIDARNOSC and
private printers. Contacts with such
people (mainly with private printers)
are always a source of great danger. Of
course we have some problems with
paper, printing ink and other printing
equipment. We hope we shall solve all
these problems. The other main
problem is distribution, We try to gain
different networks. First SOLIDAR-
NOSC-network, in a longer perspective
to build up our own. Our plans include
a series of pamphlets. In the first period
translations of basic western and it
Russian anarchist texts and also our
own interpretations, For instance these
are translations of Nicolas Walter
‘About Anarchism’, Murray Book-
chin ‘Listen Marxistl’, some short texts
by Pjiotr Kropotkin, an anthology of
Polish anarchist oem some oldP 3,
Polish libertarian texts by (EdWa1:d)
Abramowski and (Josef) Zielinski and
of course some satirical pieces dealing
with today’s situation. We shall also
produce leaflets on different occasions
for instance May 1, In a longer perspect-
ive we will try to publish a journal
either monthly or quarterly as a plat-
form for libertarian ideas.

And last but not least, we would
like. to express our great, great gratit-
ude to all comrades from libertarian
movements in the west — especially
from Italy, Netherlands, United States
and other countries — (Polish words:)
thank you ‘very much! Your help and
practical solidarity is very important to
us. We shall never forget it.

To pursue our libertarian ends we
have come together to understand. ‘
each other, to exchange information
about the situation on both sides.

Your help is one of the first blows
against the wall of etatism (state- j
system) dividing us_ Together we shall
smash it!

Warszawa, 16 June, 1983.

I

Despite several good contacts and a fairly good grasp of the language it is still
difficult to draw a coherent picture of anarchism in Greece. One of the first

| 1: I

problems you come up against islthe social system over there. Though geograph-
ically European, a large Asian influence prevails, ‘especially in the villages. In
effect Greece is at the crossroads, between European style capitalismkand Asian
style feudalism (excuse this bit, it’s very generalised but its easier to explain).
What is more, after many years of military dictatorship followed by conservative
rule Greeceis only just catching up with the rest of Europe. Hence you find _
large sections of the youth smoking dope, listening to 60’s rock music, wearing
faded jeans and the males have long hair. What is anachronism in North Western
Europe is hip in Greece. However this shouldn’t obscure the fact that sexism,
nationalism etc. are still very widespread. What follows is simply a sketch of what
is happening at the moment, I makeno claims to its comprehensiveness. i
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ANARCHIST HISTORY
Several academics will talk about

anarchism in Greece and talk about
obscure philosophers that lived
thousands of years ago. However
anarchism first appeared here around
the middle of the nineteenth century.
By the end of the nineteenth century
several anarchist groups were active
in the country, in some towns the
anarchists were parts (often the major-
ity) of wider socialist groups, in others
(especially in Patras-; Pyrgos etc.) there
were distinctly anarchist groups.

Due to the spread of anarchist
ideals and the awful conditions there
were several peasant uprisings which
were often turned into massacres by
the army, In April 1896 the Athenian
anarchists and anarcho-syndicalists
organised a wildcat and occupation of
the mines in Lavrion. This revolt was
put down with much bloodshed.

In August 1916 the workers of the
island of Serifos revolted. The anarcho-
syndicalists were on hand to help,
the workers disarmed the police and
began a programme of ‘self-management.
The state sent in the army to put down
the revolt with much bloodshed, again.

The Bolshevik coup, the greatest
misfortune to befall the workers move-
ment, did much to dissipate the anar-
chist movement. The Greek Communist
Party (KKE) began to take control of
the unions. A familiar process the
world over. By the 1920’s anarchists
were small in number and becoming
isolated from the workers movement
firmly in the Stalinist grip.

The combined forces of the Nazi
occupation and Stalinist death squads
eliminated the last of the anarchists.
By the end of the second world war
organised anarchism was dead in Greece
(Thanks to the A Gallery Group
Athens for A Brief History of -
Anarchism in Greece). - ~

REBIRTH — OF SORTS
The military coup finally revealed

the utter bankruptcy of the pro-MOSCOW
KKE. For example in the fascist concen-
tration camps the‘-KKE sabotaged the
prisoners movement unless they could
control it. Many disillus(i,qiied,_<;_o_rg_mun-
ists began a search for new ideas, it
was soon apparent that there were
three main strands of leftist thought,
the straight KKE, the KKE of the
Interior (a Euro-communist split from
the main KKE) and the chaotiki. It
was from the chaotics, derided by the
Stalinists and Euro-Stalinists alike,
that many turned to a more libertar-
ian outlook, However its difficult to
tell how many of these chaotics came
to anarchism, many remained Marxists q
of the ‘New Left’ variety.

After the coup many fled to the
rest of Europe. Where they came into
contact with radical ideas. Italy and
Germany soon has radical groups of
Greelcexiles. In the opposition anarch-
ist ideas began to gain support. Anar-
chists played.an active role in toppling
the regime of the Colonels. However
as usual the communists took all the
credit and the anarchists consigned to a
forgotten role. _

Anarchist ideas were spreading,
especially among the youth. But a major
problem is one we all face, pseuds.
In Greece anyone who takes drugs
and grows their hair long calls him/
herself an anarchist (British punks
anyone'?).. -

A  ...
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DRUGS  l
Drugs are now a major industry in

Greece, particularly Athens and .
Salonika. Smack (heroin) is now
the dominant drug, easily available and
fairly cheap. The police are the major
source of drugs, and this is the focus
of anarchist anti-smack activity. The
chant of ‘the police sell the heroin’
is a common one of anarchist demos
and posters. The glamour of drugs
remains a problem, its part of the
‘scene’. For the police it serves a
valuable function, it makes money,
renders the opposition helpless and is
a good pretext for raids. _

--I"  —

The anarchists/autonomists are trying
to turn the problem into an openly
political one (which it is). The prisons
are full of addicts who are organising,
becoming political. Addicts have
been ‘suicided’ regularly, beaten up,
etc. Hunger strikes leaflets are daily

responses from the addicts and prisoners
For many in prison on drugs charges they
have become openly anarchist and are
analysing their position in society.

icontinued next Pfl9@----
I I.
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SEXUALITY I
In a country where the woman’s role

remains firmly in the home any woman’s
movement has a lot to fi ht a ainst. That3 E
a women’s movement exists at all is progress
A large loosely organised movement does
exist, and anarcha-feminists are active.
In the cities things aren’t as bad as the
villages. In the villages women are less
than second class citizens.

Politically active gay men and women
are also new to Greece, but very active
and vociferous. Effeminate ,men are at
risk of violent attack, and in -the last few
years there have been some particularly
bloody murders in Greece. In one case
the murderer walked free from Court,
after claiming a slight on his machismo
was enough. provocation.

Several gay anarchist magazines have
been published. Krazimo published in
Athens has been attacked by the Socialist
Govt. It remains to be seen whether it
will publish again. The radical wing of
the gay movement is openly anarchist.
ARMY

The Army has always been involved
in politics, and the dictatorship of the
Colonels was only an overt manifestation
of this. Certain sections of the army have . . - . - - . ---- - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -_ _ -,, . | |I.‘I.I.II..IIII-.-._-_-_-_-:|.|.|.|.|.|.._.|...‘-1-1-I I._ _._.__ ____ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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hihhiiiehs for Power again COUP iii-‘moi-"'5 This concert was held in Athens late last year in solidarity with the prison_ei_'s, who, 16 months
are fairly regular. Two months ago in May after the change in government were still living in the same inhuman conditions in the modern

‘ ' Dachau of the Greek state called prisons.
June there were mass demonstrations right The concert which was organised by the ‘Committee in Support of Prisoners’ (formed by
across Greece in response to a widely anarchists and autonomous) was attended by over 8,000. “Since the election, the new govern-
kIl0W1’l COUP 1'i1m°ui'- ment has successfully carried out the tactics of the previous one, sending many of our anarchist

Conscription is a sad fact of life. On comrades to prison - many of whom_ are still rotting there. A|'ElhOl:l31ht‘l§‘|’;6irG:?:a?‘:e1i|;:s|;l'I:vC;?:l'$
many Occasions comrades have W1-ltten my have ended for the state, for us_it can only come to an en wi _ _ I _

T J the destruction of the prisons and of the society that created them, which is alone responsibleto tell me that they ve been declared ,0 the eximme of crimB_
insane in order to avoid it. Not everyone i
can get away with it. Because of this many ORGANISATION
politicised soldiers have formed under- WHAT ORGANISATION?
ground anti-militarist groups and soldiers Anarchists are active in 311 spheres of rohhery. G. Thaskaloboulos also got life
C0l111¢ii$- Qh Qeeesiehe hhiieimeii eon "v life, work, squatting, anti-militarism, and 21 years for armed robbery. These ‘
Scripts have (masked) eigehiseii marches feminism etc. There are probably 1,0005 are typical sentences.
and Theeiihge to liehehhee the Army eh‘-'i of people who call themselves Anarchists In many cases 3 lack of Organisation has
I'I1illlLfll'iSl;S. The State I135 been thrown in Athens 3101-;e_ Fgr their numbers they meant comrades gone to jail for long _ l
into e Pehie ehehi ihie- The 5'-e_ei'ei Peiiee are significantly ineffective. There is no Stretches without any Solid,-M-jty_ Some-
have tried ie Stamp 9‘-ii these eeidieie organisation, no co-operation, no effective times mm,-ages do get together, form 3
Committees» ih Veihi The)’ were recently m0VeII1eI1l3 Of any sort. defence group but beyond that little else
accused of the assassination of a right-wing Imbued with a kind of 60’S hippy haze is organised. A few years ago an Anarcho-
heW5PePe1' ediilelk hi-Ii ihie Fe‘-"hie hiie _ content with an informal, ineffective syndicaiisi; group existed in Athens, but
a load of crap. In a revolutionary situation . 1; f than ht, In this loose atmos- th h
the conscripts councils could serve as the
basis for militias and soviets. The anarch-
ists are active in this area and a number
of anarchist conscripts have published a
magazine and groups across the country
have written leaflets for distribution to
the civilian population. The murder of
soldiers is common, a sign of the unease
the State feels. -

l
Masked soldiers march in protest agairietrumours of right-wing coups
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curren o g at as since been disbanded.
phere; P901919 get Pifised eii deihg heihihg Local groups do exist, isolated from each
set pissed eff with the oppressive Social other with little help at the level of co-
norm. The end result: impetuous actions. operation, This is the main Stumbling
Fired by ideals many people have engaged block which allows sectarianism to
III IDOITIIJ fllJl13Cl{S, bank IOIJIJEITIGS With dlS- flourish, Its 119 surprise that 591-he people
asterous results. Basilikki Lebas was are content with the current state of
sentenced to over 6 years prison for fire- affairs.
bombing a police station. Th. Melitas was Attempts to form an Anarchist Feder-
sentenced to life and 21 years for armed ' ' ' _ ' 'ation of Greece are continuing But it is

doubtful whether this will be successful.
From a distance I would suggest something
less ambitious. Local federations would
be easier to organise and perhaps more
useful at present. A federation for Athens
Salonika, Crete etc. could be a way forward
from the mess which allows the State to
attack comrades one at a time. i

Source: P.P. i 0
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THE ANARCHISTS WIN ONE!

A career as an anarchist gets a bit de-
pressing sometimes, what with the State
managing to paper over its cracks so deft-
ly, and the magnificent technology in the
hands of its police. The ability of the cops
to mass hundreds of robots in a few minute
utes, while the fearless anti-imperialist
fighters still get around on the underground
etc. has led to a worryingly long series of
pig victories in the last year, with them not
losing control of the streets for any length
of time since the visit of Prez. Reagan last
June. But the first of lune this year was a
beauty.

The pattern in the last year in Berlin has
been one of continuous advances by this
superbly well organised fascist state. Perhaps
120 houses were still occupied at the begin-
ning of 1982; now about 85 remain. This
is a lot more than it sounds by London
terms, because each of the houses is five
stories high, with maybe 60-80 rooms and
people. More a block of flats really. Some
of them all cook togetherjin one big room
kitchen, some of the houses have a kitchen
on each floor.

Two things were happening simultaneously.
While the cops were getting very good at
breaking up the demonstrations against
evictions, or massing their numbers fast
enough to prevent any effective destruction
(of banks, shops €llG)Z:1lI the end ofa demo 1
the politicians had effectively cracked the
united front of the squatter movement by
offering some of the houses short-term
contracts while threatening to evict those
that refused to negotiate. And as negotiat-
ion involved a re-introduction of the rent
principle (even at.a%nominal level) people
were split on whether to accept the offered
contracts. They remembered only too well
that there were only any occupied houses
at all because of the two years fighting
against State control and it seemed that
the only way to keep them was by contin-
uing that fight. After all, the State in this
country is not particularly famous for
being nice once it has the upper hand, so
what guarantees can there be of renewal
of contracts in a few years, or against rent
increases etc. that just put the houses here
back into the frame of reference of the
everyday nightmare. What would Bakunin
have said?

And even if the negotia tion path held
some attractions, it was hard to approach
them with a batonover your head wielded
by a grinning, victorious cop...The debate *
continued, the slow evictions contin"ued,
the demonstrations continued but grew
steadily more smaller, almost desultoiy,

Posters went up around Kreuzberg,
(which is a suburb of Berlin, jammed up
against the Wall separating ‘East’ & ‘West’,

I 

'1'

‘I’

which is the heart of the squatting move-
ment) ‘Wenn ein raumang in K36 ist,
Karripft, freund....When there’s an eviction
in K36 Fight Friend. lf we can’t then we
never will. O

lune the First there was an eviction of a
house in the OQ'lBI' half of Kreuzberg, K61.
A hundred people suddenly made home
less. No partitular reason; some church
had been negotiating with the owner to
buy it on behalf ofthe squatters, these
negotiations had broken down and the
cops felt confident. . . the windows were A
bricked up. . .‘

Lots of people stood and watched. Lots
of cops sat in their vans and grinned. It
looked like another night of solitary or
small group actions; graffiti, glue in locks,

And then, for once, for a change, we all
got the feeling that the demo was starting
rather than ending. The number of people
on the streets began to increase rather than
diminish, the community began to defend
itself against the army of occupation. You
began to walk around corners to find the
building-site workers caravans lying on the
side, and even though a line of pig vans
would arrive in a few minutes and some- .
‘times succeeded in righting it again, it would
go over again in a few minutes after they
left....Thc footpaths in Berlin are paved
with 2" cubes of granite, every street began
to fill with stones as these were du_g up...

To describe/understand what happened
how the citizens of Kreuzberg then defend-

bank windows shattered at 3am...The week ed their community in the next few hours
before two furniture shops had mysteriously l must describe the battlefie|d....The cops
explo“ded...All relying on speed rather than hfiwe tried’ thiiiugh random arias.“ aiid
steady power-through-numbers. -

People waited in the darkness...The cops
felt too confident. Certain that they had
the movement on the ropes because there
was no demonstration against the eviction,
they went into Kreuzberg. 200 riot cops
surrounded the big squat K36, next to the
wall, blocking off a couple of streets...
They announced that eviction etc. A few
hundred people gathered at the police line

violence, to frighten the population into
staying off the streets at such times. But
they have organised such a totally boring
and stultlfying society, in which there are
so few chances to feel like a human being

ive of our desire to live together in tribal
groups rather than isolated apartments,
no matter how luxurious, that they leave
us no alternative. And they have made it

2 vans drove through the crowd stopped l impossible“) gather in groups of more
20 cops with riot shields get out, stand by
the vans for 30 seconds, walk towards the
crowd, suddenly run the last l0 metres '
and grab one guy who was sitting on a
bicycle. A scuffle, batons fly, a hail of

than ten at hot times;their technology 8:
organisation means that they can capture
any fixed point that demonstrators ‘try to
defend, but they cannot (yet) arrest every
body who walks the streets just on suspicion
that they look like a demonstrator or punk

Silinesiand bottle fly back for about 3 K T or social critic So what happened wasmmute. The cops go back to their vans, s ' ' ' . A .
that people all kept moving seeing eachwith the arrested guy perhaps he’d shouted I ’.._ 1 . ii _

out something that was against the cherish- Others faces lg Hiipsed glances’ half remem
ed Getinan Constitution. Everyone split, it
had started, and boy! did those cops ever
feel confident...lts dangerous to stand
around at the place where someone else
has just thrown aistone, itsten act of resist-
ance against the German Const. under the
German Law...The cops wanted us all off
the streets...

bered from previous battles and retreats),
slowly realising that more and more people
were there and that no-one was leaving yet
...throwing something on the road or at
the -cop lines, while hundreds of their vans
cruised up and down, up and down...at
first with their back doors open, trying to
spot individuals from the black-clad flux
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and they have been so relentlessly destruct



moving up and down the footpaths then
after an hour of not being able to find any
individual in an arrestable position, and
being subiected to more and more individ
ual attacks, cruising with their doors shut
Until you reach the point, maybe 2 hours
after the initial hail of stones where they
do not dare to stop and get out of their
vans at any point in the neighbourhood
And thats a victory, even if it only lasts a
few hours

There are two different types of riot,
those that know that the cops will event
ually establish control over the contested
area, and that therefore aim to cause the
maximum impact in a short period of time hotttee eomlhg out of the dal'|<he55 lh ahY
so that the authorities gain control only dlteetlohi AND THEM NOT DARWG T0
over a smoking battlefield, and it takes a STOP AND GET OUT OF THEIR VANS
long time for them to re create the impre theY Potted out ot Totm the Squat theY
ssion that nothing ever happened and that theY had Ptahhed to evlot TheY |<heW that
therefore nothing will happen and there theY oolltdh t lhalhtalh ahY eemhiahee Oi
are then those riots that feel that the area Law & Order from that point on
that they capture is a permanent gain, and They will come again, they have nothing
that therefore only graduate the destruct else to do But when they do We didn t
ion, only increase it in small but steady wreck our neighbourhood, we iust moved
steps, so as to force the hierarchical society a few bits of it around But we moved so . . .
to withdraw to some point of the area many bits of it around simultaneously that mime-name of German'Amer'can tr'end'
that they have occupied lts a microcosm we short-circuited the great fascist machine
of the central dilemma of trying A valuable moment, a valuable set of lessont
to disturb the facade of society so as to It even appeared on television news all over
create a condition of greater harmony, of the ole Federal Republic Great‘ If we had
destroying in order to stop the destruction made a peaceful statement, a press release
of fighting for peace If you view the aver etc , nothing would have been heard
age anarchist action from a historical -|-hey force us to these |engtl'iS by trying
Peteoeotlve that '5 three mlhutee Wide It to kick us out of houses that we repaired
c t f f IOMS 5 O a" Y meteveot chaos But and rebuilt from a pile of bird shit 8l"lCl'USllB(
etc etc or t'ke the RAF: tuhhlhg oft at wrecks, and they plan to iust brick these
such a ace th t thp a e average °'t'Ze" houses up because we re threatening to the
tworkmg Class) could" t hope to tettow rent principle And they fill the TV (the

Ahd this demo oh the tltet of ll-the had public mind) with rubbish designed to
the eeoohd quality lt dldh t Zoom lmlhed obscure thou ht, and then tell us to stag Y
'ate|Y to a eohttohtatloh with the ooP5 tuned for rational debate stay within the
and &l'l OCCUpEltl0l1 Of SOITIE pElI'llCUl3.I' channels of rat|0na| debate

street corner, so that the hierarchical
society had a fixed point against which
to use its technology and numbers (heli TheY Slaht out heads olaeh Wheh theY feet
eopte,-5 etc ) Rather ,t iocated ,-[sew like it, and then accuse us of violence if we
firmiy m the “me In whmh a demo ,5 strike back or defend ourselves All this is
increasing, rather than in the time after too Obvtotts to be sold 383'"
a demo when everyone is thinking of going STOP PRESS Further struggles between
to drink beer instead It consisted more Law and cynics The following Wednesday,
of actions that would make it more diffic lune 8th, some barricades were constructed
ult for example, for police to drive their with the deliberate aim of drawing the police
vans down the street It was a flux, a slow onto unfavourable terrain and continue the
moving network of faces, which had no unfinished business of the previous Wed!
fixed centre or hard core of fighters , nesday Many disagreed with this action,
3 black etee ot Sevetet otoeke to tehgth thinking it better to save the energy of the
and width inside which the only fixed movement for response to police attacks,
lootote were the Pohoe l-lh|tol'h'l5i and to while those in favour argued we should
which the only possible solution was the cash in on the high spirits created by the‘
withdrawal of the cops Everyone knew previous victory, and that as with physioal
and everyone participated in what was fitness, the more energy we spend, the more
going on, no individual heroics were need becomes available The result was that less
6Ci II1 an EH63. WhlCl'l, 3.5 S00l'l HS 3 pOlICE van pegple were Qn the 51;;-get that mght but
W3.Sl1,l1 on thfi S3m€ i.JiOCi(, any |nCi|V|dUEl| they wefe much better prepared, w|th p1-e

starting to rearrange truck trailers or pesmened e|d ears and petm| etc w|th
eata‘/ahe "T"hed|atelY ahd Slaohtaheol-l5|Y which to make barricades A hot few ho‘urs
Bot a hohdted he'P'h8 hahd5- followed, but not with the authorities

Within twenty minutes of reaching the |()5|ng eemrei
point that everyone knew would soon be

west»

l8th a huge demo of 15,000 against the
visit to Berlin of a Fascist group (220 odd)
from West Germany ended up in the same
street as the previous two battles, Adalbert
Strasse, and exploded. The cops were
hanging back, not wanting to tangle with
so many, and at the end of the demo when
a Turkish man trying to hang a banner on
the railway bridge was arrested they - the
cops - suddenly got attacked and initially
quite heavily beaten. A bank was attacked
but we didn’t manage to burn it, and the
fighting continued for l2 hours. ln a way,
the energy built up in the squatting move-
ment was spent on the wider anti-fascist
‘struggle’, this is Germany after all. lt got
wide coverage from an EtllTlOSt-3ppI'OVlt1g
press, especially the pro-Israel In ternatiori-
al Herald Tribune. But it was good to see fat
little policemen run for their lives for a
while.

A busy month. The following Saturday,
all international terrorists travelled to
Krefeld, which had been targetted by the
Americans for a huge televised spectacular

ship. It seemed that a few Germans aren’t
too keen on the idea, and sallied forth in
well-organised groups to stage a disruptive
riot at the relevant time and place. And
under the rules of this corrupt society
they succeeded in that they ensured that
the headlines said ‘Riot’!! A healthy .
society wouldn’t have headlines or Bushes
or such spectacles or such riots, since we
have the first three we'd better ensure
that we have the fourth. And so it goes
in this tortured land, a hard bitter politics
shorn of love or creativity, of dialogue or
manouvre, in which the world’s best
equipped State runs around at American
behest trying to counter the insurgents
and the punks. Looks like a very hot I
summer. If you come to Berlin, wear
black and don’t forget the black scarf...
lt’s easier to demonstrate in Poland than
in the outpost of democracy these days.
There are 20 police vans parked in my
neighbourhood tonight; how about yours?
JULY 2nd, after a month of clever little
ads in the national left dailies ameeting
took place in Hannover that must have
sent a shiver up a few spines. Under the
heading PUNKS&SKlNS TOGETHER
AGAINST THE STATE, a strategy for
the future etc. 5000 youths gathered for
a weekend of good times and anti-police
rioting. Barricades were built in the main
street, 40 cops were injured and 93 arrests
made. Some fighting also occured against
some ‘fascho-skins’ stupidienough to try
and hold a counter-rally, the fascho skins
were utterly routed and attention returned
to the police. S I

Interesting country this. J-ulius Caesar-
said that the Germans all wear leather and
and live in groups. Not much has changed,
except for the addition of johnny Rotten.

Tl- _
L
Just at the very time when English capitalism is breaking down, and the Tory
Conservative Party has reverted to open class-war,,the Labour Party has t
collapsed. ‘

It is not just a question of electoral defeat. The main parties balance--pretty
much in the number of votes they can obtain, and any third parliamentary *
force takes votes off one or the other according to its degree of unpopularity,
largely controlled by the media advice. Parties now lose elections rather than
win them. _

But over and above its electoral defeat, the Labour Party, which was once a
great force, is now totally disintegrated. One has only to go and see the local s
branches. Some, even in constituencies where a huge working class vote can
ensure a Labour victory, do not measure up to the numbers of an mactive
anarchist local group. It is easy for the Tapeworm Tendency, which usurps ,_ p
the name of Militant, to penetrate - sometimes to overwhelm - such groups,
and find themselves in the heady position of being able ‘to choose their own H
Labour MPs to act as traitors in place of the bureaucratzcally, undemocratio an an Irish republic including the Six
ally chosen» 1ong"'tn'the'S3ddte Labour MP5‘ 5 counties, is an outlawing of Protestant

“T

Governmentl). Since the Hungarian episode
that has changed and the policy lines for
Labour’s Left have been thrown out by
the Trots. Since the Trotskyist comparative
success - and once more .-.'T1BlI policies are
rightist - the Labour Left looks to some
other direction. It has forgotten about
socialism. Whatever that meant, and it
notoriously meant different things to
different people, it now has no meaning.
Anything is socialist it is used as an opposite
to imperialist, Gaddafi, Lebanese Moslems,
the IRA can all be socialist in their book.
Ken Livingstone has declared that for him
the IRA is a fellow Socialist Party - indeed,
he may well be right that all the IRA, apart
from its involvement in terrorism has to
offer ‘after achieving the dream of

Th T rm Trots have fmafly sueeeed members don’t want that If they did they terrorism and a Labour Party manifestoe apewo ' ‘ . . - -
ed in carrying out Lenin’s dictum - to supp- would and could join the Conservative for the New Repubhc which manifestly

t th Lebeur Party like the rope supports ' Party They want a left policy, Whatever would want it as little as it does theor e ' s - -
th h ged man even if they are a bit off the voters want But then what is a left present one. Hardly worth tearmg aparte an - ' - ~ S " -f lfmjn Tr tskyss Sixty year old prophecy policy in this ggnteggt? the country for? (so think most Irishu g o - -- s - '?that within a short time Nelson s statue in people )f S Id b 1 ed b The Greater London Council is theTra algar quare wou e rep ac y
those of Marx and Lenin!

What has killed off Labour Party support
is the acceptance of the belief that Trotsky-
ism was a left wing tendency when (as we
showed in Black Flag before) it is clearly
right-wing. Everything the Trots put for-
ward is of a rightist nature - and put _ s
forward better by rightists. They are still
putting forward the remedy of national-
isation; still quoting the Marxist dogmas
which have driven the working class away
from socialism; still crying about witch-
hunts when the party wants to throw them
out and demanding radical changes when
they want to do the same!

The Trotskyist in flux has helped to push
out many entrenched Labour Party reform
ists - not necessarily to the right of the _
Trots, some to their left, but most coming
from one set of established figures by
another set trying to become established. "
Hence the Social—democrats have broken
away to form a party united only in one
thing, dislike for the present Labour Party
and a realisation that only an Alliance
with the Liberals presents any future at
all. They are actually more right Wing
than the Liberals but as they follow the
dictum that the right wing of the Lahdl-If
Party and the left wing of the Liberal
Party could meet in a Centre Party, they
try to force the prophecy through. A

The Labour Party is not only torn
between Trotskyist infiltr_at_ors and SDI? For years the left wing of the Labour
defectors. It has other divisions within it, Party has looked to Marxism to provide
as the ootttest tot ti)” Lbeadershtp sttiofits‘ its inspiration. Once this came directly

Large numbers 0 La our to BIS O ow. from the Communist Party. Time and
the moderates - as instructed by the Media, time again tha Mosww_]inerS threw out

113$ Ol6V3tCd modem1'10?! HS th€ policy lines that can-LB from the rightwing.

greatest of virtues for the Labour Party, . f h L b v IMORE LATE NEWS b . Bk th (in 1945 the yearo t emassive a on
teeohe ii the Polht of the Cope etttthg A“ Innocent Bystander thoilgh an it “fleet” is emg as P ct e victory. theytwere advocating that Church-
frightened in their vans, with stones and Thle otle eve" htt the Guetdteh Oh luhe Tories as possible. But Labour ar y in Should be Prime Minister Ufa LabourS 17 Bl k Fl Autumn 1983Black Flag Autumn 1 983 page 16 Page ac fig
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first to come under attack by Mrs That-
cher in her campaign to cut out the other
layers of government as competitive to s
central gore rnment. The answer of the
Labour Councillors, threatened with
returning to the ranks of ordinary
people, is to launch a series of political
initiatives out of the libertarian ragbag,
as well as the authoritarian ragbag, in
hope. of presenting a credible programme.
It is out of this jumble sale of discarded
ideas that the GLC and Borough CO11I1e11$
pick out the innovations that so upset
the voters, as part of their prolonged
death agony. "

The GLC offers grants and subsidies
to cooperatives and fancy arts insititutes
- which does not stimulate them but
deadens them. In the Yorkshire valleys

-i.

Boroughs call themsleves workers -
republics,_in other places they are nuclear
free zo rie.s',,elsewhere they are socialist
collectives, and everyone knows all th1S
is humbug, that none of it exists, that
it is all play acting and nothing is real
but the rates which they go on demand-
ing. It is this wing of the Labour Party
which shows the party in its death ag0_11Y-
Once it was based solidlY on the Working
class which used it as a political eXPt_ee'§"
ion by which they could achieve socialism.
Now they have cut themselves off from
the workers, they esteem ideals which f h
the workers do not, and Whlle they do oot
know what socialism is they declare
in proud desperation that they have ach-
ieved a nuclear free workers repttht-to ittet
around the corner from the high Street-

‘continued next Pa9e““
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CA RRARA -
There is a long tradition of anarchism in
Carrara Compared to man other laces,- Y P
coming across Carrara today is almost
like catching a brief glimpse of what an
anarchist utopia is really like in practice.
It is only a small town, nestling rather
uneasily between the mediterranean on
the north-west coast of Italy and the
mountains that sweep up from the spine
of Italy towards the south-western edge
of the Alps. But it is the marble industry
dating back centuries. that has out
Carrara on the map. In the old town there {
are four anarchist centres, remarkable for
such a small place, all highly visible. The
most visible is the FAI (Italian Anarchist
Federation) office which is based in a
rather imposing building -- the main build-
ing -—- in the town square. The FAI banner
hangs permanently and gloriously outside
and it is the firstthinq you notice when
arriving in Carrara and getting out of the
bus. There are two anarchist cultural
centres in the town and a ma'or anarchistl
print shop. There is even an official
plaque in one square to the memory of
Francisco Ferrer, the libertarian social
revolutionary, murdered by the forces of
reaction in Spain. In Carrara the anarch-
ist tradition has shown itself over the
centuriesin the form of popular resist-
ance to authority. In the local archives
there are records of anarchist resistance
during the last centur when localV
libertarians fought off the carabineri. More
recently Carrara has become a centre for
international congresses and it was in 0n the last day of the visit, an old
Carrara that over a decade ago the Anar- friend Of tne B|e¢|< CF055. Gnliardo
chist Black Cross revival was first discussed F iaschi. was met Goliardo. despite hav-
amongst representatives of the internation- ing 5el'\/ed twenty Years in One Of
al anarchist community. c Franco's jails for his part in the guerrilla

Recently two of our collective visited l'e5i5ten¢e. looked well, youthful, and
Carrara, and despite short notice, were has more life than many younger anarch-
shown that anarchist hospitaity was ists do these day.s He now helps to look
really about. Although the, stay was only after the Circolo Anarchica Culturale
a short one, it was a full one, meeting (which doubles as a bookshop/document
local anarchists, and gradually realising ation centre and meeting place.
that for many people in the town anarch- Salud to the hospitality of the
ism was the norm, not the exception. Carraran anarchists. We hope that one -
Most people were poor and lived a semi- day, there-will be many more towns like
collectivised existence. Carrara around the world.

negative only. It is a falsification of anar-
chism to say that it consists of not voting
as iflfailing to do something every five
years was in any way a step forward. The
Councils, whatever their politics, have the
control of a series of highly useful major
Black Flag Autumn 1 983 page I8
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Continued from page, I 7 services - transport, education, housing,
Anarchism, as it many is and not as itg . hospitalisation. These must not be surrend-

_ _ erect to the State or given back to private
Pfeeented by the eel‘-leett11'15t$sPTe5e1'1t$ ownership where it existed Who is to run
an irresistable attraction tothe section them? Real community Coimcfls need to; l
of the working class understanding social- be established b t th
ismrand not finally at-i°nat°d by the services by theircwvdiknandofhovgg(i)vl1'iLii>Iinthc

' 1' ii Thsocia 1S s. e only objection they have th - Th- - - - -
is that it is impossible. The time has come ofegof£n2;ft'- is 1%/fias the Ongmal Idea
to demand the impossible ‘ 8 - - P We Sofia tim’ the tiasics of .The immediate st 1 -_ _ th B socialism, not the business chain of retail

rugg e 1S in e orough h y th ffb p _
Councils. If they are to go, what is to Zidcifif 1;?is s,;,?ethieat glorkshop grant
follow? Anarchism does not exist in the hm-¢ and now It dgegg 11-:1? ligiiebtzatiiiiiiiiwedi

until the fall of capitalism, though it can
help dig its grave. The industries concern-
ed constitute a formidable chunk of the
current economy. They can finance them-
selves. They do not need to take forced
toll of the community? a redherring in '
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which municipal politics has played about
with for nearly a hundred years. It‘ is _
only impossfb le because thereisan’ H
established force against it - the Govern-
ment (but that is weakening the local
Borough government anyway), the polit-
ical interests (the hell with them), the
feeling of protection for high ranking
municipal jobs (they can still get compen-
sation).. H

Many long time labour activists are now
looking for an outlet for their energies. '
They have introduced many worth while
reforms - in transport, housing, hospitals.
Municipal anarchy is what they have
always been warned against. Eitamine it,
andit will not be found to be so terrible.
For the people it will be highly desirable.

A.M.'

just the Five.‘-They were arrested by a I I
combat-ready SWAT team on a remote Intelligence Service with powers of

§Thc result is that they are in the fight of

 

Summer, 1983 s
Second class registration #3887. _

. n I

Some know them as the Vancouver movements and beyond. And the fcdcfal substantive witnesses against them, but Five belonged to an “anarchist-terrorist
F e the Squamish Five or more often government has now‘ introduced legisla- will submit a mountain of roombug tapes cell" called variously Direct Action andIV , I 1

stretch" of highway near Squamish, British surveillance even less restricted than those
Columbia, Canada on ian. 20, I983, and of the FBI and the CIA. The case of the
charged with a series of political bombings Five was cited in the House of Commons
across Canada during the proceeding year. by a cabinet minister as a justification for
The bombings included a controversial Big Brother even though lepslation was
power station in B.C., afactoiy in Toroii- being ‘prepared long before any of the
to making parts for the Cruise missile and bombings took place.
three rape film cmporiums in the Van-couver arm Julie Belmas, Gerry Hannah, Ann

Hansen, Doug Stewart and Brent Taylor
are well known to us, and respected _by us.

“I has been here They have long been active in grass roots
' work on environmental, native sovereignty

for a long tlme already. and anti-war and anti-nuke issues.
The I/10113/If-P0ll'¢'e are After pleading not guilty, they are sit-
out to get us so that ting in prison, denied bail, awaiting the

, ’ . . ' , first of asenes of four political show trials
Words militants » set for Sept. I2 and scheduled to take up
‘resistance’ ’ ‘attacks ‘to six months. The authorities have no

‘revolution,’ feminist, ’
‘ecology, ’ ‘struggle,’ etc.
will no longer exist in the
human vocabulary.

— Ann Hansen
Since their arrests, the Five have played

a central role in one of the most crucial
political dramas of the time. They didn’t
ask for the part; it was foisted on them.

their lives.
Their fight will affect the entire anti-

authoritarian/autonomous movement. " —
The massive, high-technology surveil-
lance, the police destabilization and
harrassment campaign, the move by
authorities to “criminalizc” and
depolicitizc them, the unleashing of the
media - all tactics aimed at a community
that is decentralized, and therefore resis-
rant to traditional infiltration and co- Z;
opting techniques.

If the authorities are successful in -—
railroading the Five, then police, judicial
officials and the news media will consider
it open season to employ these tactics on a
larger and more intrusive scale.

 

if

‘2"T;-1-"~.'.‘.§,-\,1;yr* Ti‘illll
-_ '1-I ——--'-

1-_-"'— \-..'-I“ _
. - ._:,_... viiiAlready, the circle of surveillance and _.. .. -=I—-Q-‘lildirty tricks is widening - to the women's

community, the anti-war and anti-nuke

tion to establish a Canadian Security and transcripts in an effort to prove the the Wimmin’s Fire Brigade.
The nature of the “evidence” require

“AS far as wevre c0n_ thorough and painstaking preparation for

cemed, this case isn ’t
about anarchy, or civil
rights, or methods of
struggle. It ’s just part of
the struggle, and the
lmportant thing is to

defence, but this is impossible under the
isolating conditions in lock-up. Massive
legal costs compound the difficultics.

The case of the five has thrown into
sharp relief the need for a coherent and
unified movement to defend anti-authori-
tarian activists under attack, no matter
what differences might exist over tactical
considerations. This “extra” edition of

. . . Open Road (as well as last spring’s Direct
malntaln the pnmacy of Action issue, and the upcoming “I984”
the struggle to protect the
earth and strive for
liberation. ”

— Brent Taylor

p‘

I

issue) are dedicated to helping build that
consensus.

We urge our readers, and all individuals
and groups concerned with protecting the
right to be politically active in I984 and
beyond, to assist in the defense of the
Five, either by donations of money, or
with energy and educational work. Not to
the exclusion of your own concrete work,
but in resonance with it.
 

“For centuries, the
authorities have reacted
violently to women who
resisted; they used to
brand us ‘witches’ and
bumed us. Now they
label us ‘terrorist’ and try
to bury us in their
cement tombs. ”

— Julie Bclr@
Shortly after the arrests, the cry went up

to Free the Five! As the connections bet-
ween the case and the wider struggle
started to manifest themselves, friends and
support came to realize we are in reality
defending ourselves and everyone else
when we defend the Five. That’swhen a
new slogan (at first, meant half in jest)
started to take root: ,,

FREE THE FIVE BILLION --_FREE
US ALL! » -

Open Road
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Bondage, manacles, foam balls that
keep the screams down, chains that go
around the breasts, pliers that pinch the
nipples; rape, oral and anal rape, rape of
children, ejaculation in women’s faces:
violent pornography sold in Vancouver
has nothing to do with sexuality or the
erotic. It is, first of all, a highly "successful
capitalist enterprise which has created a
lucrative market by exploiting the fears
and the repressed sexuality of a class of
consumers.

The Nov. 22, I982 firebombing of three
Red Hot Video stores was a successful and
unifying action because of the thousands
of hours of community work which
preceded it. The protest movement in
Vancouver had moved beyond the initial
arguments about the social effects of por-
nography, or whether" taking a stand
against pornography implied a rigid sex-
uality.

After a great deal of debate and discus-
sion, the community developed a broader
and more complex understanding which is
able to differentiate between rape films
which exploit — for profit — the frustra-
tions of a people robbed of sexual health,
and erotica which expresses an open and
humane sexuality. s

The Red Hot Video. protest developed
many fronts — education, petitions,
pickets — which broadened as frustration
grew. As the Wimmin’s Fire Brigade com-
munique stated: “All lawful attempts to
shut them down failed because the justice
system was created, and is controlled, by
rich men to protect their profits and their

Matthew Begbie, B.C.’s notorious
hanging judge, has been dead nearly 90
years, but his bulky figure, preserved in
stone, still presides over New Westminster
courts. Under Begbie’s dark glare, starting
Sept. I2, the trials of the Five will be
heard. '

Never before has the statue been a more
appropriate symbol, for the authorities
have missed few tricks in their efforts to
obstruct the defense of the Five.

None of the defendants has a record of
serious crime or violent acts, but the juries
they face will have been drawn from a
public exposed to months of sensationalist
and distorted news coverage which has
regularly branded them as terrorists and
anarchist bombers. From the day of their
arrest, their right to a fair trial has been
threatened.

But the most persistent infringement of

property.”
Direct action was the logical devel-

opment. By the fall of (1982, Red Hot was
being inundated by unordered meals and
taxis, spray-painted messages and neon
signs disappearing in the night. In mid-
October, one store was hit with a molotov
that failed to go off. So when the WFB
firebombed three of the 13 franchises, the
support was loud and strong.

The firebombings resulted in the imme-
diate and permanent closure of one of the
stores. Another store closed for fear of
getting hit, two others moved to differe_nt
communities and two more changed their
names. The timing of the WFB action was
such that the public campaign itself caught
fire, forcing the government to bring
obscenity charges against Red Hot. A trial
ended in conviction, a nominal fine and
Red Hot’s complaint that it was being
crippled by legal fees.

Red I-lot attempted to cloak its pander-
ing in the rhetoric of freedom of expres-
sion, as if it’s in the business of promoting
civil liberties. In fact, it’s a profit-oriented
capitalist enterprise, like those other cor-
porate menaces, Litton and B.C. Hydro.
The fact that it markets media materials
rather than Cruise missiles or electric
power proved irrelevant, and wasn’t
enough to protect it.

Individual civil liberties — such as the
right of the individual to be free of State
censorship - were never threatened or
challenged during the campaign, on the
understanding that changes in individual
attitudes are best accomplished through
education and consciousness-raising.

the legal rights of the Five has come from
within the courtroom. Their right to bail
has been flatly and repeatedly refused,
despite their having deep ‘roots in the com-
munity. Eight houses and tens of
thousands of dollars in sureties were of-
fered by friends to ensure their appearance
for trial, but to no avail, even though
rapists and others charged with offenses
against people are routinely granted bail.

Remaining behind bars, the defense ef-
fort is severely crippled. All conversations
by the Five with potential witnesses, all
consultations with their legal aid lawyers,
all strategy sessions are subject to
eavesdropping by the authorities. With
hundreds of hours of wiretap tapes and
thousands of pages of transcripts and
docrunents to be presented by the prose-
cution, there’s no way that the pain-
staking and time-consuming work of inter-
pretation and discussion of the evidence
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Litton. Cheekye-Dunsmuir. To
millions of North Americans the words
spell Direct Action, the enigmatic
signature on communiques that appeared
after the explosions that made the places
famous. But to activists in the peace and
environmental movements, they have long
been targets of hard fought campaigns to
Protect the Earth.

The Cheekye-Dunsmuir power trans-
mission line on Vancouver Island was to
be a key component in the massive expan-
sion of British Columbia’s power system,
an expansion that independent studies had
proved unnecessary and harmful to the
environment. Over the opposition of local

can be effectively carried out.
On April 20, the prosecution delivered

a stunning double attack on the defense:
the Five would face a direct indictment, a
rarely used tactic that denies the defense a
preliminary hearing in which to evaluate
the Crown’s case; and the prosecution
would split the charges into four separate
trials, to present evidence first on the less
political robbery charges in an attempt to
prejudice public opinion before the
political charges came up.

The Crown has unlimited resources -
tax dollars "-and police and technical exper-
tise — to press their case. The Five’s
defense is partially subsidized by legal aid,
but supporters are faced with the daunting
task of raising tens of thousands of dollars
for legal and technical assistance (for in-
stance, to bring in experts on jury selec-_
tion) just so they can get their day in
court. -' ~

Graphic by Media Punks

residents and environmentalists, B.C.
Hydro plowed ahead. The response to
public hearings and non-violent protests
was stonewalling, physical attacks, arrests
and repressive legislation. Until May 31,
1982, when hundreds of pounds of
dynamite exploded in the core of the
Dunsmuir power station, ripping apart the
four reactors that were the heart of the
station, and stalling the arrogant, short-
sighted plan that would flood precious
river valleys and make the" island a haven
for nuclear reactors.

On the other side of the country, a na-
tional controversy had been brewing since
the federal government offered the U.S.
Pentagon a military base in Alberta to test
the Cruise missile. But before October 17,
I982, few outside Toronto knew that the
city’s Litton Systems plant manufactured,
under federal subsidy, the guidance system
for the Cruise. ‘Despite a four-year cam-
paign of sit-ins and leafletting, it was only
after a van packed with dynamite
destroyed part of the plant that Litton’s
role leapt into national prominence.

Although injuries to seven bystanders
sparked remonstrances among the activist
community, the civil disobedience cam-
paign escalated, and hundreds of police
were called in to drag 1500 protestors
away from a Remembrance Day sit-in at
the plant. Two weeks later, 15,000
demonstrators rallied in Ottawa under the
banner “Refuse the Cruise”. In late
November, seventy-seven per cent of
voters in 131 municipalities voted for pro-
mpt disarmament. The campaign found
support in the least expected comers, as
war veterans and scientists urged the
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onnnv HANNAH is described as a
“real gentle guy,” devoted to environ-
mental issues. He played bass with the
Subhumans, a Vancouver punk band that
was very political but had a strong sense
of humour. The Subhumans played
benefits for native struggles support, Rock
Against Radiation, and Rock Against
Prisons.
JULIE BELMAS is a spirited bass player
and artist from the Vancouver high school
punk scene. She worked for two years as a
health care worker with mentally handi-
capped children. She was also involved
with a magazine calling for radical acti-
vism, and with El Salvador solidarity
groups.
BRENT TAYLOR — is an activist with a
lively sense of humor. With Doug, he
helped organize the first Vancouver anti-
nuke march four years ago. His work on
environmental and prison issues has led
him into a strong stand on behalf of
native sovereignty, including participation
in the Leonard Peltier defense campaign.
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ANN HANSEN studied history and
political science at university in Ontario
and wrote for the Toronto Clarion and
for Bulldozer (a prisoners’ mag). She was
a member of Women Against Prisons, but
was denied prison-visiting rights after her
belief that prisons should be abolished
became known to authorities. Thoughtful
and optimistic, people say it is impossible
to be depressed around her.

Ann Hansen

DOUG STEWART worked with Pacific
Life Community, a small pacifist group
that begania campaign against the Trident
nuclear submarine system. He was part of
a co-operative which runs a progressive
bookstore in Vancouver. “It’s important
for me to know that even if the state suc-
ceeds in fucking us over, that eventswill
have a positive and strengthening effect on
people” -- Doug.
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O Free The Five Newsletter: available for
a donation, from Box 48296, Bentall Sta-
tion, Vancouver, B.C. V7X lAl Canada.
0 Open Road: Direct Action issue (#15)
and 1984 -- Big Brother issue (#16, in
preparation for Fall, 1983); $1 from Box
6135, Station G, Vancouver, B.C.,
Canada. '
0 Resistance: Issues 4 &5 (Direct Action
and Wimmin’s Fire Brigade communi-
ques) and Issue 6 (update on the Five); for
a donation, from Box 790, Station A,
Vancouver, B.C., Canada.
I D.O.A. benefit single, Fuck You (by
Gerry Hannah.) b/w Burn It Downl; $3
plus '75 cents handling, from D.O.A., Box
65896, Station F, Vancouver, B.C. (Ask
for info on bulk orders).
I Trial By Media: one hour videotape
suitable for showing at public forums ori
the Five; available from B.C. Journalists
for Accuracy In Media, 1868 Franklin,
Vancouver, B.C.
I Civil Liberties Action Security Pro-
ject: info package on surveillance, police
dirty tricks and other I984 nightmares; for
a donation from CLASP, Box 65369, Sta-
tion F, Vancouver, B.C., Canada.
O Indirect Action: analysis of issues
related to the case and the implications for
the peace movement; for a donation from
Box 6326, Station A, Toronto, Ontario
MSW IP7.

Bram Ta M. Gem, Hannah _ Julie Behms O The Five: write to them directly at
y Oakalla Prrson, Drawer ""0"", Burnaby,

Shades of the McCarthy era when
Toronto cops raided the home of a group
of activists involved in the Free the Five
support campaign on June 13, they
brought with them a dusted-off copy of .-1.
law that was last used in Canada in 1950,
at the height of the so-called Red Scare.
It's called seditious libel, and it means
advocating govemmental change by force.

The cops never explained what they
thought was seditious, but their search
warrantspecified a number of items, in-
cluding the anti-prison journal Bulldozer
(available for a donation from Box 5052,
Stn. A, ‘Toronto, Ont.), the Trial By
Media videotape about the railroading of
the Five and any correspondence from the

government to scuttle the Cruise agree-pi Five.
ment. As the 80,000 peace marchers prov-
ed in- Vancouver last April, the campaigr

The public uproar over the ridicu-
lousness of the allegation may have scared

is a people’s movement in the best sense of the police off from actually charmng
the temr.

TRIAL BY MEDIA Video has been transferred to the English VHS system and will be showing at the
anyone with seditious libel for the mo-

ment, but that didn’t stop them from ar-
resting a woman occupant of the house on
a charge of illegally procuring an abortion
(possible sentence: life in prison) and then
offering to drop the charge if she fingered
any of the Litton bombers. Four other
occupants were also charged with the old
reliable possession of a couple of joints.

The blatant political use of police
powers is becoming the nomr in the case
of the Five. Earlier in the year, Toronto
police, under the guise of investigating the
Litton bombing, staged aseries of fishing
expeditions in the files ofpacifist anti-war
groups. Police in Valtcouver raided the
homes of personalffriends of the Five with
no obvious goal except intimidation.

Despite the“ police harrassment, sup-
porters of the‘ Five have succeeded in
maintaining a high level of solidarity:
O Demonstrations in Vancouver, Toron-
to, Montreal and San Francisco (at the

r

Canadian consulate);
I Benefit gigs by D.O.A., Moral Lepers
Dead Kennedys-rand many other bands iri
most Canadian cities;

I Support groups in Vancouver,
Calgary, Winnipeg, Toronto, Montreal,
Hamilton,Ottawa, Seattle, San Francisco
and London, England
O Public forums, using Trial by Media
videotape, in major Canadian cities and in
New ‘York and'Seatt|e.

B.C. VSH 3N4.
O Bulldozer: the prisoners‘ magazine
that was seized in a recent raid (see Police
story); for a donation from Box 5052,
Station A, Toronto, Ontario MSW 1W4.

O Statements of support and protests of “The next issue of Open Road is ir
police and media behavior from the B.C.
Federation of Women, the Vancouver and
District Labour Council, the Canadian
Civil Liberties Association, the Cheekye-
Dunsmuir Alliance and many others.

preparation. The theme is I984; th
national security state, and ways to resis
Big Brother. We need your ideas, you
articles and your money before it’
too late. ‘

O Countless posters, spoofs, leaflets, but- Open Road, Box 6135, Station G
tons, postcards, T-shirts and graffiti from Vancouver, B.C., Canada, V6R 4G5.
anti-authoritarian groups across the coun-
try.

Black vs, Autumn19831Evage 20 121 BOOKSHOP,‘ 131 Railton Road, London snzc Ph: 274 6655, w'atch ‘BLACK FLAG NEWS BULLETIN for details. Pm?’ B""='< Flsls-4""1"*"1 983



On Monday June 13th, 1983 the Metropolitan Toronto Police raided our house r
on Cambridge Avenue as part of the ongoing investigation into the bombing of
the Litton Systems Plant outside the city last October. On one level, this is just
one of a series of raids which have taken place in Toronto. Unfortunately, there
are many indications that this is a definite escalation of the harassment that has In this Brave New World that we find
been directed against members of the Left and activists within the Peace movement. nniahivaa in» tnuuuuninatinn itahit hannniaa

Continued from Page 2 1. _

First off, the raid was directly linked to the fact that the local support work for Sllfpecli Willlmll having °°mmlllell ally-. . . . . . crimes, we discovered that our most intim-the Five people arrested in Vancouver and charged with the Litton bombing _ ‘ii ate as wen as our most nonnoei oonvei-set.
amongst many other charges has been essentially centred in our house. Much of ....- inns were rnenitereii within our own home,
the initiative has come from the people living here, we are connected to them ” |_Y I E iiiiuiiuew for quite n While thin was a P055-
politically and personally We have not tried to deny these links We support ibihty hut it in quite intimidating and a

More disturbingly though, the raid also .
seems to be a direct attack against Bulldozer 2' Sabotage of Litton‘
(£01? thOS€9 HUI? BH”dOZ€T',, IS These remain over our heads as

amagazine written by and for political lchgi-g95_ They ebnid be iaid at any time 6
Prisoners. with Pintinntinh fluti distribution tor held off indefinitely. Needless to say,
haing done hY at-"ha at the Panpia iiilihg we had nothing to do with the Litton
here). We were in the midst of production bombing we were ee enl-prised no anyone
int issue 5 ‘Which Was Shaping up tn he the to see the headlines about the action in
best issue yet. We were, and are, excited the morning of October 15th_ what has
by ‘ISSUE and the raid Caught US at the Separated us from many people is we

Waist time P°aaihi9- Saiznia at the n°PY haven’t tried to put as much distance
for the new issue was specified in the search between oin-selves end that notion no
Wai'1'ant- The typeset gaiialla Wain taken possible. We recognise that armed struggle
ainng with the niiginai ai'ti'tiaa- The mail‘ will be chosen as an option by elements of
ing hat was aian 5aiZnti- Pintiuntinu ha-‘5 the resistance; that such militancy is not
been Sat hack fol‘ a month and 501119 the result of some pathological or egotist»
expenses W111 have to be_dvpl1vflted- ical motives on behalf of the revolutionari-
Xainiiaa tit the niaiiing hat Wain Tatum‘ ies but is a reflection of the intransigence
ed t° iia and We are ¢ui'1'nntiY tiying tn ~of the co orate State. The enem whichi'P Y

has forced so many people to take up arms
in Central America simply to protect them-
selves is the same enemy we face. These
are the people who used saturation bomb-
ing in Vietnam for four years after they
realised that they could not win the war.

get the typeset copy back as well.
It was rather a mistake to have the list

for mailing in our possession. Partially
this was because the mailing list was in a
shambles and needed a lot of work, It is
rather difficult to work on material with-
nnt Possessing it- But in°i'a iihpnitahtiys This was vengeance pure and simple. Yet
after months of precaution since the arrest noro in the homeland we are ex ected to
of the Five last January, we had become be content to dialogue with pogo, and
less security conscious than we should vote every font or fioo yo-orS_
have been. Without direct experience in immediately at-tor the raid we thought
dealing with repression, mistakes will be that the noonsonon of ass -’ *6 ociation, or
made because knowledge of <=vuI1t@r- possible association with the Litton bomb-

police department when the statistics
indicate quite the opposite It is quite
possible that someone in Toronto will be
set up for the Litton rap. It could be us
it could be someone else But one should
not be surprised if it happens.

Having spent some time studying the
Scditious Libel Laws, we remain as con-
fused as ever as to what such a charge
would actually mean. Supposedly it is an
advocation of the use of force to over-

them as friends. And we support them politically because we believe that it is F i clloklllg expellelllie l° °°ll°lelely learnth tlttl r l h b protectedimperative to support political people facing charges stemming from political  a I e 0 Pill Wes as Ben_ _ _ from the prying ears of the State over the
activity regardless of the charges involved. t past several months. To not to be able to

 i ' 

speak freely in ones own home for fear of l“‘ll!5"i“l.l.l"i°"ia'n was the iiiiiiinu in"-=9
hahiiid mliliflnt trade unionism in theroom bugs merely confirms the worst fears early nineteen hundrgdg 1-he |ww first

of the State; that there must be no compro- established a grpupjn cin-ietehnren in 19()3_
misc between our freedom and the Statels 5n°h Paiunuulities as Tom Barker and J.B.
existence.

One direct result of the surveillance on
King were active in a group in Auckland
iii 1912-1913, through the Waihi and Gen-
eral Strikes. They wore selling thousands

us was the laying of four criminal charges of_copies of the Industrial Unionist during
on a woman who had no direct participat- this Pa'i°‘-'i- After the defeat of the 1913
' ' - - - ' - - - Gaiinliui Strike Tom Barker was do orted Iion in the political activities for which the . .P

and aiitind "P back in England King rotur "surveillance was supposedly legally justified. neel to Sydney, He spoke at a lilllay Day
The charges are very serious; s_- ._ -* e 7 ting in Wfllling-tgn in 1932 in defenee of
procuring an abortion, procuring instru-3 s3a°°° and VuulBfii-

- Th 'throw government wit hout proper author- ants for an abortion and two theft charges‘ in Vilihiliiiiaostgriiiiaiisiiliifigihoicliiliimunlit group

maintain the image of being a prestigous

1 -I i,

tity. Now, that hardly clarifies anything a
all. If we are guilty then we share that
guilt with tens of thousands of other ii
Canadians. The state will be hardpressed
to come up with any written document-

_ c m arse wi in
which they operate prevents even the few
intelligent cops from understanding the i

of the government - which would accom. s—~—~ . ~ . - P‘ because she chose to live with encmiesrof
llsll Very lllltle ' and the total soclal trans the State Hardly a heinous crime in itself.

outraged by them. The person charged is
h I1

. 9 -
A Polish baker called Josephs was involved

innocent of any wrongdoing. At the time in this 9"°"P-
the charge was laid,it was used as leverage a'éE:,?golg|E all there seems ll? halflghbee"
to try to gain information on the political Webb femin, ;,$;i'E,:fi|:?,ig :l:;'l;?.,' ind?Vid_

ation where we have said or actively called acflvlttets offothem . l.cl'hé_lVelll"9l°"'All ' l‘"°"“" °i him was
for an armed upnsmg This com I tel n spi e o the tensions that have perc c A Was wet! dressed and carried a o

- _ _ ' P 9 Y COPY Oi Bakufllnls writings around 'threduces and trivialises our olitics. Besides olated through all of us from the trauma him Jock Ba W‘ -p , f th -d d -ts ft . . . rnes was thinking along synd- . th we are gaining - - - - - AWe t to avoid so h - O e rat an l erma r walls’! “"95 after Savage convlen entl
ry C polllllesi’ lllel°llc' strength and ex erience We are re ared 'f l VOne can hardly expect the cops to under- . p ' . P + olgollo gel him 3 i°b alter the 1955

Stand the complexities of anti authoritarian f01' whatever comes and We will fight On i i-ab0l-ll‘ WII'I- (Jock Barnes was a leader of the- - - - »1951 t f _p0nhcs_ The bureaucrat, al _ _th, both the political and legal fronts. Financ- wa er ront strike)
ial support is needed to challenge the leg-
itimacy of the search warrants, but espec-

difference between the armed overthrow tally for-r the abortion cha-mes‘ Remenilbier
that this woman is suffering persecution

formation of this society. The former is a It . d tf1 th t
specific series of acts controlled by a small ls ml ll a many people would be .tactics remain on an intellectual rather , in , woe nner 1 t f- h- . under intensivesurveillance for some

than emotional level. That is precautions Bft no the sifuitignllhggifiarieffinft hsasmg Eggllzsgllviesagsfillh0r:fi?glug°r3T:;il,li,llhlg months engaging in some behaviour or
have not yet become secondary nature. become more e" or nt in t eh T . . P . - another that is deemed criminal,PP A a B 01‘°ut0 latter is a complicated and lengthy process
There is also the problem in _t1nderSl;anding Puiit-i=6 are Very aeiiuuaiy iunkiug for the in which all social relations are challenged ' Bllllllozel 6 will collie °lll' ll will be late‘
the iaiatinnahip hatwnan iaaiatannn and Toronto link On one level this is encour and transformed b tion l ll wlll be good‘ llolllllally’ we were llalilllg

' ' ' ‘ ' ' i ' ' ' i i y the active participa i Problems writing an introduction oni'nPi'a'S$i°n- it is inipaiatiia t_n niaa-iiy dis" aging because it indicates that they have and creativity of everyone continued over R . d . ‘
unavish between the ego-orientated. 0ver- very little information on what actually a very long time period. The political over- . “fiance “" RaP"a‘a'°"- B"t that has
flowing paranoia that comes from think- .- do h :1 d' ti 0 t b 14tn_ new been 3°iVad- it $h°'-iiti ha iintad that
ing that one is a threat to the State when in - appen ea mg up 0 C 0 er ‘}‘,Z§,§,°"‘*’“"‘”"‘ iiolllit be a the last tlme avharae of Sedilious Libela ath t soialr olt. . . .
autuaiiy One is Of 11° ¢°n59qunii¢B- Anti, Their case against the Five accused is prob- What is obviou: idlthgtitlriie tliireat ibif was lald .w lll 1950' so lo even use ll as
the other extreme,. the false sense of secur- ably very wean The danger nos in the ouch a charge as Sod,-nous Libel is an a th1'9_at intimates the depth t0 Which they
it? that 9011195 iinin thinking that the_Stat9 strong temptation the local police must attempt to stifle debate and discussion. are wllllllg lip sl°?p' We "lied political’
will °niY attack when it has a iagai light have to solve the case regardless of what Bulldozer is a le al m azine et its exist- moral and llllallclal sll.pp°ll' sM°lley- recall,"
to act”. The hair splitting that has been information and evidence exists. The
introduced in the debate around the new police have been caught flat-footed recent-
security act that tries to separate “legitim- ly. (They have drawn blanks in virtually
ate” and “illegitimate” dissent is entirely all of the major cases over the past year or
bogus. The State would have to gather an so. These cases include the mysterious
enormous amount of information to make deaths of over twenty children at Sick Kids
such it decision on any particular group. hospital; the sexual abuse and strangulation

The political offences listed on the of nine year old Morningstar Keenan last
warrflit - and it is important to note that fall; the various brutal attacks and murders
no charges have been made along these of women last summer. And the British
lines are: t Columbia police produced most of the
1,, Seditious libel, leads that 6XiSl3 On Lil;l;0I1. It IS hard t0
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a at Y ea, unless specified will be shared betweenence was severely compromised in the. . . the costs of bringing out the Bulldozert- . . 1'fihdfofi1:3:?e§;ahSpg:r(::ltinpE£giznghnllsllgilfill fighting the abortion charges and other
America, those people who have been
buried by the State in the prisons. Increas-
ingly Bulldozer was finding its community
amongst the political prisoners, white,
native and Black,whom the State is trying
to silence. As ea collective we sought to use
our media skills to give voice to those
people who had directly challenged the
power of the State.

support expenses. Please Send any contrib-
utions to the BULLDOZER;
P.O.B. 5052, Stn A, Toronto, Ont.
CANADA M5W 1W4.
SOURCE: Intcrnational Anarchist Press

Syndicate. -
Melbourne-Australia
Louisiana-U.S.A.

Thain W§$ H Libertarian Socialist Group
In l°§u¢|<|-and during the late fifies and the
$i><ila$- Oi ufiurse there were exiles from Spain
however few.rs-mainod active. One person
Werner Droscher died a few years ago. He
lvft Germany with the rise of HitIer,and fo-
ught in Spain. Werner was active right up
uiitii ha died. but described himself as a
‘retired’ anarchist,

ANAR¢.HIsM,|l\rNz (1932)
Thain AFB ifiur main areas worth describing
ill-ul'fiPen streerculture, 2)Non ideologi-
Cal mmmuhai 9rOUlJ$.3lProtest movements
4)A"3I'¢hi51I politicos.
_1l Street Culture groups are charac rerlsed
hY the proliferation of graffiti (ranging from
‘Fuck the State’ to the ‘racist KKK‘),app-
earances all the Labour Dept and PEP (rol-
'eii iobs-Puhnh UPS with the cops,support
int‘ Dub hands leg the punk style Desperate
Maaniiias-1 9§4 song).Cu rrentlv in Christ-
church a business group offers $00 reward
tut’ 8 Qraffrtl conviction and a_ PEP job has
been created FE-Irrloving graffiti: |n_ Auckland
"inst Faiiani Qraffiti is of Black Unity origin .
It could be said that the youth movement this
iaiinuis |<"\°W$ what it is against - the State, work
Pniina but °niV has a limited conception of what
it it inf. let alone any contact with local anarchist
tlflditiflfi ifit‘ what it is worth. Interestingly enough
the @ in the circle is quite common as a symbol
Of resistance on blackboards in the school:-;.__ n
2_l Communal groups arising from the early 70's
hlPP\{ Dh_ll°$0lJhies. Rural communities still fun
ctlonrng in many places on a combination of
Small farming, crafts, contracting and dope-

n  

WE HAVE
MAINTAINED
A SILENCE
CLOSELY
RESEMBLING
STUPIDITY
(Graffiti found
close to where a
young punk
anarchist killed
himself while
attempting to
blow up the main
policing computer
in one of the main
cities in New
Zealand).

-- l  
In the cities some cooperatives exist eg. Te vvnanau
Trust in Christchurch that runs two stores, gardens
workshops, community activities.
3) Protest movements. cg. Anti-Springbok Tour,
anti-nuclear warship, Bastion point/Waitangi Day
Maori land rights groups. Anti-authoritarian ideas
are articulated but overshadowed by leadership
and Leninist ideas and separatist trends in many
actions. White patriarchal control by communists
of the Wellington anti-tour demonstrations
contrasted with the militant autonomous black
and wommin led actions in Auckland. There
nationalist womin are currently at the forefront
of anti-racist movement actions in Aukland. There
are womin‘s bookshops in all four major cities
and Brickburners‘ Anarchism 81 Feminism pam-
ii_li.La.t.-.af?_iiii{ite|l. i
4) People who label themselves as anarchist. A
small number in Auckland mostly oriented to-
wards musical activity. Lancaster Publishing pro-
duces poetry and casettes. W lnnes, author of

-ni|-- I

_¢/allZ‘:

=-$1-‘+'-=-.-.-.a
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Don't Pay Taxes and ‘How To Survive In Suburbia‘
lives up that way. Considering the amount of
black and wimmins activity in N2‘s largest metro-
politan centre we would expect a flourishing
anarchist movement - alas this is not so. :4--kland
Anarchy from its heyday in the mid 70's hiaisiiriow
largely evaporated (most individuals ending up
in Australia or Europe). But we are eve-rihopeful
of a revival.

In Wellington a young group with ‘pun k’ con-
nections is involved in street culture activities,
screen printing, anti-Truxton (US nuclear warship)
actions. The magazines Fascism Si Boredom and
Black-out come from there. The individuals how-
ever have been subject to much recent police
harrassment. Political individuals of older ages
tend to be heavily influenced by vanguardlst Sr
Leninlst tendencies that proliferate among the

Parliament and downtown office complexes.
Christchurch (affectionately known as smoglandl
has a print-shop established, offset A3 size printing
Also premises for layout, screenprrnting, darkroom
Br workshop. A library, one issue of Blackmail,
posters and two issues of South East News (for
local letter boxingl printed. Irregular meetings
but a continuity of comrnittment. The individuals
have experience of subversive activities ranging
from over a decade to a few months, this diversity
of ages and backgrounds brings in new ideas and
energies - all largely within the anarcho-communist
ideological spectrum. We are playing on exposing
local work, corruption, housing, Liquid Petroleum
Gas (dangerously stored in housing areas) issues
as well as general commentaries and ideas on how
to survive. Contact with overseas groups is good
and a literature importation and distribution
service well organised. i

While the number of self-proclaimed anarchists
in New Zealand is small and almost exclusively
inale and pakeha the potential for future activity
rs good. Long-standing dissatisfaction with the
Govt and business is widespread and the various
protest and industrial actions over tne past decade
have created a tradition of struggle that has many
anti-authoritarian aspects.
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The current political scene in Brazil might be described as a transition period,
with the military dictatorship in control, but moving towards a restricted
bourgeois-democratic regime. One of the major features of this scene is the
emergence of a new labour and popular movement with characteristics that have
come as a surprise both to the ruling classes and to the Brazilian Left as a whole. *

Broadly speaking we may say that this new movement has three major charact-
eristics which have so far now shown themselves in full organised measure:
-- There is a small but growing current of opposition to the dictatorship.
-- Demands are being formulated which do not merely run counter to the military

regime, but indeed, in some instances, to the capitalist order itself.
—- There is a trend towards self-organisation and self-leadership of struggles.

The new labour and popular moveent began to make an appearance on the

Hngr -

- I’
political and social scene after 1977 particularly. Its emergence was only possible
because of a slow, hard and unpublicised accumulation of support prior to that I y - H t
date. But, the better to appreciate the novelty and ramifications of this new social
factor we must examine briefly the principal features of earlier phases of the
Brazilian labour movement.
THE R/SE AND DECLINE
OFANA RCH/S/I/I
It can be said that the history of the Brazilian
labour movement is the history of its progressive
loss of independence and autonomy. The only 1"
period of its history during which the Brazilian
labour movement managed to find its expression
in more or less autonomous organisations, was
the period when anarchosyndicalists enjoyed an
incontestable hegemony within it. The period in
question reached its highest point in 1917 when
workers went so far as to occupy the city of
Sao Paulo and achieved a variety of significant
successes. But, especially after the calamitous
insurrection of 1918, the anarchist movement
in Brazil entered a slow and progressive period
of decline. The impact of the Russian revolution
and the subsequent foundation of the Communist
Party of Brazil reinforced this trend. Even so,
weakened as they were by imprisonment and
defections, the anarchists remained the leading
political school within the labour movement,

THE NEW LABOUR MOVEMENT
It was precisely this political vacuum that was
one of the factors which obliged the working
class and other segments of the population to
work out their own forms of organisation and
struggle. Again we should stress that these new
forms of organisation and struggle did not emerge
with a bang only in 1977. They had slowly been
devised over many preceding years.

Nor did the new labour and popular movement
with its autonomous leanings begin only in 1977,
nor even in 1976, as a hurried examination of
the question might make us believe. In fact, the
new movement began to stir in 1968, during the
workers strikes at Osasco and Contagem. In
these two strikes we encounter various charact-
istics of organisation and struggle which are
patently autonomous and libertarian;
- in both cases, the strike involved factory

occupations.
— there was evidence of self-management in

practice (especially in the canteens).
- officers were kidnapped (at Osasco)ahead of the communists, up until 1935. In 1935, ‘

after the abortive attempt at insurrection ventured
by the communists, a heavy and widespread
repression hit every segment of the Brazilian left
and the labour movement. After that, Brazilian
anarchism was never again to enjoy the status
of a mass movement.

The decline cannot, however, be explained by
the State’s repression alone. Massive migrations
of rural workers drawn into the cities by indust-
rialisation, helped to isolate even further the
shrinking circles of revolutionary workers.
Another factor in -the decline was the inability
of anarchist leaders to adapt their vocabulary
and their methods of action to the new situation
arising after the 19305.

In the wake of the repression against the workers
came the vertical unions dependent on the State.
This dependent unionism was later to be used by
populist Iabourites as well as the communists of
the PCB. Under the “democratic” populist Govt.
which followed the end of the Vargas dictator-
ship (1945) and the military coup of 1964. It
should be said, too, that the military Govts. left
intact the trade union structure introduced by
the dictator, Vargas, after the Mussolini model.

The systematic repression unleashed against
the populists after the military coup (and the
left especially the labour and popular movement
some segments of which radicalised their demands‘
and escaped reformist controls) ended by destroy-
ing the traditional populist and reformist leaders
that had, until then, enjoyed hegemony within
the mass movement. The later failure of the
militarist left merely emphasized the profound
political vacuum which existed among the work-
ers who were by_now thoroughly disillusioned
by the bitter fruits of reformist politics.
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- there were self-defence groups to counter any
police invasion. _

- there were commissions elected by &SSemblle5
and independent of the union Ieadersh|p._
However, apart from the repression confined

t s ecificall these strike this new movementO D Y 51 _ I‘
with its autonomous outlook was abruptly intern
rupted by the passage of “Institutional Act N05

were the blackest years in the recent history of
Brazil. Imprisonment, torture, murder, censor-
ship, chauvanistic propaganda everywhere.....
such were the keynotes of that decade. But,
despite the harsh blows it had taken, the workers
and peoples movement,contrary to the beliefs
of many, did not give up the ghost, even in the
blackest years. Its anonymous resistance was
manifest in many, various forms - in lightning
strikes, go-slows, looting_of supermarkets, sabot-
age of trains and industrial pla_nts etc. _

The collapse of the leaderships of the P<l_‘*l3"~l|l5i5
(labourites), reformists (PCB) and Blanquists
(militarist Left) did not prevent the renaissance
of the labour and popular movement. Its slow,
painful, molecular reconstitution was the result
of a political apprenticeship on the basis of the
most basic demands. And, to a large degree, it
was an expression of an autonomous energy in
various social movements.

/-I RE/-IS OFSTRUGGLE
The autonomous, libertarian and self-organising
tendencies of the new movement over the past

"1

.1

use .the Church for their own ends. Their pastors
merely offer infra-structural support and afford
the means by which the grassroots movements
can be organised. Some of the priests champion
explicitly libertarian schemes such as say, pract-
ical schemes for selfmanagement and federalism.
Obviously, we are referring to sectors of the
Church and not to the Church as an institution,
and not to its hierarchy. By the way, the hier-
archy, plays the authorities game, making use of
both its traditionalist and of its more progressive
followers.

2). The trade union oppositions
Born in 1973-74 and formed initially to compete
for leadership of the unions then controlled by
the “pelegos"(hacks), the trade union oppositions
have become an alternative structure to the offic-
ial unions. Almost all of them were formed clan-
destinely; gradually they have changed into open is

GEHAZION THE BENCH

And Nothing But The Truth
Judge Alan King-Hamilton QC
Wledenfeld & Nicolson £12.50
Search out and probe, Gehazi
Asthough of all canst try ‘
The truthful, well-weighed answer
That tells the blacker lie -
The loud, uneasy virtue
The answer feigned at will
To overhear a witness

structures recognised by the rank and file workers. And make the Ceurt keep stile may be judged by his Own apologia He
In some cases they have even managed to capture ; KIPLING ak - 1 - h-» h '
the leadership of their union. They are chiefly - es Val-mus c.a1mS W ‘C cannot poss-

Th_ t fb k d d b bl. h ... ibly be substantiated: that in this trialcharacterised by their willingness to combat and
take on the present, vertical and State-subordinated
set-up of the Brazilian trade unions.

3) Tenants’commissions "
A phenomenon mainly of the proletarian districts
and“fai/e/as’ (shanty towns), these commissions
are characterised chiefly by the fact that they
offer an organisational alternative to the people
in the areas where they live, as a means of pursuing
struggles concerning transport problems, housing
problems, living conditions, food shortages, the
high cost of living, etc. Some of these commiss-
ions explicitly champion selfmanagement in the
theory and practice.

4) The formation of the Partido dos
Traba/hadores (Workers Party) P. T.
The P.T. is the only party to have emerged out
of the limited and authoritarian party reforms
of 1979 that has not been set up by professional
bourgeois politicians (nor by the Leftist organ-
isations). lnstead it came into being through the
initiative of combative trade unionists and pop-
ular leaders, to meet the need, sensed by a variety
of popular movements...the need to pursue their
struggles on a terrain chosen by themselves.
Despite styling itself a "party", the P.T. stands
for a practice which does not seek to substitute
for the workers; instead it stimulates their
struggles and grassroots organisations and it
serves as a forum for discussion and exchange
of experiences. Furthermore, the P T sees

few years have found expression in 5 major areafii electoral and arliamentar contests of second-

7) The grassroots church commun/‘ties
There are about 80,000 of these scattered all

I9 Y
ary importance. We might mention, just in
passing, that the P.T. is opposed and criticised
by the authorities as well as by the reformists

over Brazil. They represent one of the chief areas and 5tH|ll‘Ii5t5-
where the autonomous tendencies of the move-
ment have found expression. Far from being a

-r‘ means by which the Church makes use of its

Precisely because it describes itself as a party
the P.T. has its contradictions and limitations.
It could hardly be otherwise But beyond any

and by the wave of violent repression which b h. h th masses question! the P_T_ dfles ,.ep,ve',._e,,t ‘for the
followed it. The ten years which foIlo_w_ed - messes, they are a means y w ic e |e . ’moment at ast the present-“level of conscious-
especially the 4 year term of the Medici Govt, _ __ _ . - - ' - - -

. - -|.|
.' . '1..- - rill

Industrial peace in Brazil
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ness, organisation and combativrty of important
leading sectors of the labour and popular
movement in Brazil.

5). Specific strikes and struggles.
Of the above, we might single out the important
labour strikes of 1978 .1979 and 1980. In every
one, but especially in the ones in 1980, practices
of autonomy and self-organisation were evident. '
The metalworkers' strike in thee Sao Paulo belt
ofindustry in April & May 1980is the most
advanced, most important example of autonomy

‘and self-organisation displayed by the Brazilian .
working class in recent years. Although they l
failed to have their economic and social demands
conceded, the simple fact that they were able to
keep the strike going for 41 days, without the
use of pickets and under utterly hostile conditions
(the army patrolling the streets, interference from
the trade unions, imprisonment of the main strike
leaders, etc) is a clear demonstration - (to the
authorities, the left and all who are willing to
see with their eyes) - of the strength and self-
organising abilities of the most advanced sectors
of the Brazilian working class. A class that has
not yet shown more than the tiniest fraction of
its capabilities. s

(Bicic/e ta)

 

IS ype 0 oo , pro uce y pu 1s
ers for libraries and the legal profession

accusation after another, all from the
fascist style-book, was hurled by the
Prosecution and-the judge, who even‘
dragged in a dictionary definition (and
had to be answered with the Encyclop-
aedia Britannica) as well as references to
the IRA and even ETA. One does not
normally allow the witness box to be
used as a political platform he now states
primly. Nor, one supposes, the bench. He
brings in (as if it were proof of the crimes
alleged) that Iris Mills denied being a
pacifist Anarchist. Aha, then she did
believe in violence! But (even with his
unheroic and undistinguished RAF.
service) was he a pacifist Conservative?

The quality of the judgement of K-H

there were phone calls saying If the four
at a hi h rice and shortl afterwards blqkes go dmlm that Kmg'Ham'lton isg P 1 _ Y _ " ’ '
remaindered is all too familiar, a ]udge’s .. going to belfnueg (sogleong did}? like
apologia - ode can hardly call it an auto- A women per ape‘) an ’ we ave
biography.

At the Cambridge Union he proposed
the motion That this house disapproves
of woman: he says it was a joke then, it
was no joke years later to poor Janie
Jones the singer, faced with an inordinat-
ely harsh sentence for keeping a brothel.

After an unheroic as well as undi;sting-
uished war service (his words: it didn’t
prevent him boasting about his time in
the RAF afterwards) he got to the Bench
and became one of the Establishment
judges, so confident of himself that he
tells blandly about a policeman putting
away his notebook, after a traffic offence
saying Well, dog can ’t eat dog, can it sir?
and cites the fact that though many
people thought him biassed to the Prosec-
ution, but some thought him fair ( had
he been impartial, others might have
thought him sometimes biassed to the
Defence, but that - never).

He side-steps the trial of Peter Hain by
commenting that it would have been
quite wrong not to prosecute just because
he was Peter Hain which may be true
enough but says nothing of his unfairness
in court, so flagrant that the jury saw
through it and acquitted. In fact Peter
Hain was prosecuted because he was
Peter Hain, proved by the active presence
of South African agents in this and other
trials involving Liberals.

Bl.Il,j|i101i Liberal Trials! this type of
epithet is reserved for Anarchists! The
last three chapters concern the Trial of
the Anarchists - so-called because all the
defendants proclaimed themselves to be
Anarchists. Mr Hain never ceased to pro-
claim himself a Liberal, until long after
the trial ‘when he became a self-styled
socialist .

When in court Mr King-Hamilton was
told that after the trial the press would

Hamilton s address and he is a dead judge.
There was no way of knowing if they
were all serious or a hoax, or indeed if
they ever happened at all. An usher heard
a young female juror say I ’m scared. It
doesn’t occur to K-H~ to ask of whom she
was scared. But many of them made it
clear enough afterwards, it was the secret
police.

The whole Persons Unknown trial has
been pretty well documented, especially .
in these pages, and we refrain from going
through it again. There are so many falsit-
ies in K-Hfs account and so many obvious
absurdities that the book can only be sum
med up, as was the trial, in the Sunday
Times words - a disgraceful epitah to an
undistinguished career which has now,
mercifully, ended.

Pa Chin - the finest Chinese novelist,
consistently persecuted for his Anarchism
is now 75. In 1979, we learn, he wrote
A Record ofMiscellaneous Thoughts
which he said was a silent shout to his
readers.

Social Anarchism (USA) in its latest
issue publishes an article on Pa Chin (he
is referred to as Ba Chin, using the new _
transliteration). The article was printed in
an anti-Communist daily with headquarters
in Taiwan, which seems to have tn it
from a mainland Chinese source.

Up to 1958 Pa Chin’s wtitingsq/ere
still both praised and criticised in.Comm-
unist China. They were describecfas, at c

call it an-anarchist trial, and it the individ- best hedges ea‘ lead J’°."”g People ‘if ,.
uals viwfe convicted, it would be the convict- Communism! He was asslgned the tes) 0

the suggestion. Even though found unists instead of Anarchists; pictures on

press’ the Attorney General’ and now Of 3.0 1I'1S’t6&d Of Bakunm an SO O11.
finally by K-H himself! It is not a crime
to be an Anarchist he says now - it seem-
ed vastly different in court when one

" continues on page 3 7
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Only a few weeks ago over 100,000 oil and
engineering workers came out on strike
creating a total shutdown of Brazil's oil
refineries and car plants. The strikers
demanded a price and rent freeze and an
increase in the wage allowance. The strike
was also a protest against the IMF induced
austerity measures, severe to say the least.
At‘ that point in time the debt crisis had
not ocurred, but the pressure was already
on. The official labour movement (govern-
ment sponsored trade unions - the ‘yellow’
unions) tried to ‘stabilize‘ the situation
by arguing for a token one day strike for
July 21. The strike was to be the first
general strike in Brazil for over 20 years.

When the day came there were massive walk-
outs in Sao Paulo where over half a million
workers stayed at home. The Ford, .Volks-
wagen and Mercedes-Benz plants were com-
pletely shut down. Buses, carrying scab
workers, were stoned. In the centre of the
city buses and underground transport would
have come to a complete standstill and the
military were forced to intervene. Some
union leaders were arrested.

The new austerity measures included sub-
stantial wage cuts all round and an increase
in rents. Combined with an inflation rate
of 130% this mean't an estimated 30% cut
in the real value of earnings. Over l0 mill-
ion people - mostly young - are now without
the means to receive regular income, and
over 49% of all families are earning below
the poverty level.

The latest crisis came " about partly as a
result of the IMF intervention and partly
because of general mismanagement by the
Brazilian authorities. These ‘causes’ are,
however, but symptoms. The real cause
is of course the economy itself and its
dependence on international finance.

When it came to the showdown the refusal
of- the Brazilian authorities to implement
the additional austerity measures was but
political posturing. It was a double bluff,
however, on both sides. The Brazilian auth-
orities neither had the will -or the political
or economic conviction to opt out of the
international economic community and to
default on the $90 billion "national debt
(the second largest in the world) would
have involved just that. At the same time
the international bankers could not afford
to let Brazil default, according to the rules
of their own game. So it was a case of
‘call my bluff‘, with the day to day eco-
nomics of millions of people at stake. Bluntly
if the Brazilian authorities had refused
to impose more austerity measures (not out
of any altruistic reasons, but more out
of fear of insurrection) and insisted on
a moratorium of its debts, then this would
have thrown the international banking comm-
unity into complete disarray. The implicat-
ions for the international bankers and for
much of the worlds industrialists would
have been “beyond comprehension and as
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a consequence many of the western banks
would have faced imminent collapse, while
the whole system of international credit
would have been totally devalued. The house
of cards which the capitalists had built
for themselves would have received a tremen-
dous knocking.

'-it

The power Brazil had and stil-=l* has is known
as debtors power. Many of the smaller nation
debtors have not yet got this power because
they have not accumulated the enormous
debt that Brazil has. But if, say, several
South American countries combined their
debts their bargaining powers against the
bankers would also pose a threat. This,
however, is where the game begins to fall
apart. lf Brazil, for example, had defaulted
what would the international financiers
had done? Send in a task force? Hardly.
Enforce an economic blockade? That would
have been out too. For a country with little
to lose, such a measure would have been
virtually meaningless. Furthermore, despite
everything, the West badly depends on many
of Brazil's natural resources (and for that
matter its cheap labour) and a blockade
would also have repurcussions in other
countries. The most likely response of the
West would be to encourage a military coup
within Brazil. Given an economic collapse
the rmilitary would have probably stepped
in anyway. '

1
I

When it finally comes down to it, whatever
the scenario, or the response of the West,
the Brazilian authorities are unlikely to
suffer because of any threat, real or other-
wise, of economic isolation. Nor, in fact
would the Brazilian people: there lot as
it stands could hardly be any worse. If
there were a collapse of the Brazilian eco-
nomy and an embargo imposed on Brazilian
credit, it would be the multi-nationals that
would have most to fear. They depend on
the maintainence of secure trading relations
and in themselves control most of the wealth
around which the current economic order
in Brazil is based. With the isolation of
Brazil the multi-nationals - who cannot
afford to be distanced either from the source
of their wealth - would attempt to takeover
completely the decision making apparatus
that controlled the country's economy. To
a certain extent they do this already: they
export the wealth to be re-cycled and invest-
ed elsewhere and ensure that sufficient
dividends are metered out to the political
masters within Brazil. If Brazil reneged
on_ its debts another possibility worth consid-
El"lI"\Q is that the US would step in and
offer bi lateral aid in exchange for certain
additional trade concessions and the guarr-
antee of the Brazilian government ‘s active
collaborqgion in the US's Latin American
programme.

Although the Brazilian authorities want
to stretch their repayments O out as much
as possible (which in turn means taking
on more austerity measures), they also want
to avoid creating a situation of open -revol-
ution. In economic terms, the longer the

' i

debt repayments are put off, the higher
the interest charges and the more money
there is for the world % bankers. Looked at
in this way, the Brazilian capitalists are
but servants of ‘the international financiers:
they are in their payroll and ‘they are
hardly likely to cut off their only supply
of income. For the small time capitalist
in Brazil the latest crisis has brought about
what is known as a cash-flow problem -
but on a huge scale. This problem has
been caused by many of the smaller firms
withdrawing their assets from the banks
because of the ridiculously low interest
rates within the country and taking out
government bonds instead. The cash-flow
problem ‘has in turn meant that many bus-
inesses have no money for investment (some
are therefore going bankrupt) and also
cannot pay wages. Som__e workers havn‘t
been paid wages for weeks and the govern-
ment is trying desperately to persuade them
that the crisis is only temporary.

The multi-nationals, however, are in no
danger of collapse; instead they are actually
benefiting from the crisis. BAT (British
American Tobaccos), for example, have their
money invested directly in commodities and
are able to, in turn, invest their commodity
wealth in the international money markets.
For the indigenous companies who have
not got the sort of access the multi-nationals

ii

“It's more practical to divide the profit
among 2000 Generals than among 100 million Brazilians" Fiuis, Siempre, Mexico Citv

have to the international markets, an inflat-
ion rate of 125% (with an expected rise
of 17% over the next few months) predeter-
mines their going bust. BAT will survive
whatever happens. It is the 3rd largest
British owned conglomerate, with 91% of
its profits coming from outside the UK. It
has four divisions: tobacco (it is the world's
largest manufacturer of tobacco goods with
factories in over 50 different countries and
with brand names that include Embassy,
Benson E1 Hedges, John Player, etc); paper
(one subsidarary is Wiggins Teape - the
largest paper combine in the UK); cosmetics,
(brand names include Yardley, Lentherip,
and Morney); and retail (BAT own the Inter-
national Stores chain and own supermarket
chains "in the USA, West Germany and, of
course; Brazil). Over the past '60 years
BAT has invested only $2m into the Brazilian
economy and reinvested $l29.5m of the wealth
it has earned from Brazil outside. British
shareholders alone receive, in total, more
than $B0m revenue each year. BAT and its
Q-actices typifies the economics of third
world exploitation. 1'

J-

For the people of ___Brazil there are several
choices ahead. They can, for example,
believe in the false promises of their moder-
ate labour leaders and adopt 'socialism"
as adopted in Portugal - still tied to the
world economy, with massive poverty. Or
they can liquidate the multi-nationals,’ and
reject international capital -completely, The
left suffer the delusion that wealth and
income are directly "related and dependent
upon the national ,. and international eco-
nomies. Under capitalism (state capitalism
or otherwise) they are. ln a recent issue
of ‘Socialist Worker‘ (the paper of the '
British Socialist Workers (sic) -Party), their
comment on the Fecent situation in Brazil
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is shown to be completely ridiculous. They
argue that the financial collapse of Brazil
would have meant elsewhere that ‘millions
of workers would lose their jobs‘ if the
Brazilian authorities had defaulted and
would ‘lead to a repeat of the 30's.’ On
this basis they do not support default but
sympathetic action from the IMF. The trotsky-
ists see jobs as being provided by the state;
if there is unemployment then it is the
state's fault and the state must rectify
the situation. Similarly they argue that
if a country's economy is to improve and
to be of benefit to the people then the state
itself has to be changed and made more
socialist. This nonesense is typical of the
kind of banal thinking that seems to perm-
eate ‘socialist’ opposition parties every-
where.

In one respect the SWP are right: the
destruction of the Brazilian economy would
pose many problems for other countries,
especially their governments. The reneging
of the national debt would probably result
in the collapse of many banks in many
countries. More importantly other third world
governments, plagued by international debts,
may also decide to follow suit. International
banking would probably then" disintergrate
altogether, leading to a major world-wide
economic crisis for capitalism.

Ironically the Brazilian economy itself would
not.-3. get worse; rather it would improve -
considerably. As it is now it has a sick

ecbnomy because of the wealth that is export-
ed to the coffers of the IMF and' to the
multi-nationals, never mind the capitalist
barons inside the country. If this direction
were reversed and with the wealth re-
distributed then the quality of the economy
would also change. Rather it is the control
over the ‘national economy‘ that both the
left and the capitalists aspire to that
ensures that both ideologies lead, inevitably,
to the same economic restricions the samei

austerity measures. ‘ "1", H .
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The two sides of the state's econorriy - cap- l
italism and corporatism — are fast ly proving
that, unlike the union bureaucrats and the
party hacks, they can easily accormiodate
to the changing G'€1Pll1?'1(l3 of market trends
and their effects on the lo}-iota‘ flIi'.11"7<€t- New
markets have brought forward new al legiamres .
The spirit that speaks in the ‘national inter-
est’ on behalf of the right of both carrips
has discovered a new form of co la:-rri sation
and a new ‘peasantry’. This spirit is the
state capitalism of the 80's. Not that much
different from state capitalism of the 60's
and 70 ’s - perhaps somewhat more sophisticated
in its corporate approach and its sheer gall.

The answer of the parliamentary and ‘extra
parliamentary left is to continue with
its worn out formula‘s of increased public
borrowing (together with increased auster-
ity) so as to create more jobs. At a recent
British general election this answer was
rejected by the majority of the electorate;
instead most people preferred l;o_bioycot_t.
the farce or to cast a negative vote. Mean-
while the empty promises of the union
officials for extra-parliamentary action
and the flouting of the law, seemed at
the time to be but futile attempts to claim
pre-election credibility; now, as they pre-
pare to ‘meet Employment Minister Tebbit
half way‘ to ‘come to an understanding‘,
their will to keep up the pretence is
dropped altogether. Their actions always
contradicts their oratory. Where court in-
junctions are imposed and tribunals dictate,
(e.g. Aire Valley Yarns and the TGWU,
the Lawrence Scott and the Chloride dis-
putes, the sell-out over the EEPTU branch
solidarity action in Fleet Street during
the NHS dispute, and the u-turn of SOGAT
82 officials when an injunction was served
against local organisers for taking similar
action) there has not been one instance
where union bosses have stood firm to
fight the injustices of the labour laws.

Many unions (such as the TGWU) made con-
ference decisions not to abide by legal re-
strictions on secondary picketing, for exam-
ple, and to back disruptive action where
disputes were made official. instead their
track record is no different than it has
always been. Token strikes, one-day actions
and compromise are the hall-marks of their
policy. Both the NHS and the rail disputes
ended in unmitigated disasters, despite
massive support throughout the country.
In each case the employers" and the govern-
ment held its teeth, clung on, knowing
that it will be the bureaucrats on both
sides who will win the day. It was a
battle of wills and even though the cards
were stacked in the workers‘ favour, at
the end of the day it was arbitration that
proved the" real victor. What it all boils
down to is that over the decades the re-
formists of the left and centre have always
allowed themselves to be conned by the
myth that the day-to-day economics of
the way we live is inextricably bound
to the future economic survival of the _
state and of business. What is more, they
even help to propagate this myth. Let
us not forget that in recent years it was
the Callaghan government that initiated t

lithe cuts trend and that it has always
been Labour policy to grind down wage-
rises to the lowest possible denominator
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I This meant massive redundancies, the
wholesale destruction of certain types of
industry and a hardening of attitudes

It ' n undeniableby the boss class. I5 B
fact that privatisation can and generally

5 does lead to less favourable working cond-
, itions and to less wages. Also, thatiin
I the transition many workers lose their
l means of income altogether and, apart

from the dole, are unable to find an al- "'
l ternative. For those who do get offered

a job by the new employer, new contracts
are taken out and the old job is merely
offered with reduced wages and loss of

f b f'ts. So far the number
-Ir

through some kind of prices and incomes
pO|;cy_ hard-fought- or ene I _

h there has been a straight-of cases w ere
forward transfer from public sector employer
to private employer have been few, if
not well publicised. These are but test
cases: testing the water to see what tactics
are used. The future of the British Telecom
workers and the scenario of how they will
respond to having their main source of
income possibly withdrawn is yet to be
determined.

For the capitalists, its relatively simple:
its all a matter of maintaining profits
and providing the conditions for market
forces to determine healthy competition.
For the labour parliamentarian or the
social democrat or their supporters, the
choice - if seen in terms of results - is
not that different. They believed in
the pluralistic economy (to coin a phrase
from the Wilson era) and in corporate
management (now, somewhat, belatedly
disowned by the ‘radical left‘). In other
words a situation where capitalism and C359 W35 b"‘°U9l'\t by NUPE 393501“ B l3l"lV-
‘socialism‘ can work together in cooperat- ate comD3"Y " Grandmet - 70"‘ Paying W°"'|<*
ion within a ‘mixed economy‘ (i.e. where BPS l5°"le of Whom had PPE-'Vl°U5lY been
the nationalised industries can operate d‘-9509 the 5_a"'l9 .l°bi but 9"’lP|0Yed by the’
side by side with the private sector, with- Irma! wuncill slower wages NUPE won the
out any unnecessary friction. With the case in the labour courts, only to be told
monetarist philosophy came a change in by the local council - who had contracted
emphasis: the state would identify more out to Grandmet - that the court decision
with the interests of free enterprise (so had been invalidated in that the original
we were informed) and pluralism would contract, that had stipulated certain em-
be no more. Instead municipal and state ployment conditions, had simply been
controlled industry would be encouraged amended to get Grandmet off the hook.
to ‘sell off‘ to the highest bidder, and In the same London borough, other privat-
the capitalists empire would, in conse- ised workers staged strike action in protest
QUBOCB, e><pand into what used to be the at lower wages - lower than they had
dfimaln of the Dell)! bUf‘e<'=lU¢l"Bt, |0¢al Off“? been contracted for and despite guarrantees
ial and general administrator. At the same

-'

\

"I've killed a soldier, dad — now can l 90 and p’aY
With one of the test cases a ‘fair wages‘ ,O@,,Oa| |»_,m M in the Doll 5K@T-T-‘TiBC

of no change in conditions by the new
time the ‘legal’ power of the trade unions
was eroded and the stage was set for a
gradual, but radical, shift in the delicate
balance between labour and market forces.
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employer. The result: the strike crippled
the contractor, who was not able to come
up with the goods. However the local coun-
cil then ended up having to use its funds
to meet the excess costs. In both test cases
muscles had been flexed on both sides,
with each protagonist claiming a victory.
The reality, however, is that in both cases
so far neither groups of workers have
achieved an increase in pay. In the first
case the council was able to use and break
the law to its advantage; in the second
it will probably be able to recoup its -
losses by merely juggling the figures.
What is certain is that it was direct action
and not legal action that got the closest
to messing the plans up for the council.
The union lost its battle by relying on
the law to protect it; it neither demon-
strated flexibility or imagination in looking
at other alternatives. On the other hand
the council proved to other employers that
there is nothing necessarily sacrosanct
about employment contracts, unless of course
it suits the employer. For much of the "
left, both cases were seen as major battle
against the public sector and nationalised
industry. If private enterprise is the key-
stone of toryism, then nationalised industry
must be the hallmark of the state socialist.
For the tory, the encroachment upon the
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dealing on the labour market direct with
other private firms, equating the principle
of job mobility with the changing needs
of the commodity market.

With a surfeit of jobless (i.e. as unemploy-
ment increases), firms will be encouraged
to ‘off-load‘ their labour and to take
on new labour at reduced costs. ln other
words the jobless, or job-changer, will
be forced to compete more vigorously with
each other by undercutting their capacity
to make sacrifices and to ‘price themselves
into a job’. This was a regular phenomenon
of the thirties: workers would outsell them-
selves in the hope of work. It was a sellers
markets, with labour being the product
in demand. The corrollary to this trend
is that firms will and are cutting their
losses in a big way. (Only recently one~
firm in south Wales secretly moved all
its plant to another location while its
workforce was on holiday, so as to set
up shop elsewhere.) Hand in hand is the
search for new markets and new commod-
ities and ‘rationalisation’ programmes
leading to shutdowns and a ‘consolidation
of resources’. The press like to portray
these closures as capitalism going through
some kind of crisis: we're all in it together
syndrome. The fact is capitalism is not
going through a crisis - despite what
Marx said - but is merely accomodating
itself to changing conditions on a global
scale. O.K. some firms do go bust, but 1
those that survive and those that take
their place are in a stronger position
as a result. On the international scene
firms are cutting back drastically in some
countries only to expand in others where
‘labour conditions are more favourable‘.
The fascists stupidly think that it is the
ethnic minorities that are taking jobs

DUDHC 59¢-t°|" '5 °"|Y the be9lOlO9- The away; instead thay are helping to increase
truth is that the trend to sell off labour employment, while the capitalists are moving
5°95 75° the hlghe-‘5t blddel" ’""' 5Dread to fresher fields. Throughout the industrial-
eventually, if the monetarist policy is ised world new third worlds are being
taken to its logical conclusion, throughout created as the |;,-,b¢,u,~ market shifts to
the whole of industry, with private firms meet the needs of the employer.
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In Britain already the majority of todays
young are taught to accept low pay as
the_ norm. The Youth Opportunities Scheme
and the Youth Training Scheme are designed
to contribute to this programme. Many
of todays poor were once the ‘affluent‘
workers of the 60's, when it suited capital-
ism to encourage spending. Under the Wilson
government it was a time to consume and
take out mortgages, with the vast interest
rates going into the coffers of the banks
and the building societies. Now many are
unable to keep up with these payments
and have to make their own cut-backs.
Nor do many of these ‘nouveau poor‘ have
a tradition of working class struggle:
they were told all that was a thing of
the past. The Labour Party - split between
those who identify with the ‘middle class
workers‘ of their own-creation, and those
who still suffer the delusion that they
represent ‘socialism’, albeit state social-
ism - lost many of its voters, while the
young - whose parents it was found them-
selves in the same wilderness the Labour
Party had helped to create - rejected
broadly the party politics of both the
left and right as irrelevant to the condit-
ion they now found themselves in. Their
cynicism of politics manifested itself in
the fetishisms of fashion, the anti-authorit-
arian actions of the '81 nationwide riots,
and the preoccupation with the sub-culture
of the anti-bomb protest movement. '

Corporatism was always recognised as an
integral part of Labour Party strategy;
the tories rejected this approach because
of its embryonic totalitarianism involving
from the top downwards industry, state,
and the unions. The National Enterprise
Board became Labour's vehicle_for promoting
the corporate management style: their vision
was an economy run in the ‘national inter-
est‘ with the cooperation of all sectors,
with added financial incentives for those
private sector firms who participated ‘vol-
untarily’ (and threats of nationalisation
for those that didn't), and promises of y
‘worker participation‘ (i.e. a token say
in the running of capitalism) for the unions
on condition that they didn't rock the
boat. It was the kind of deal the tories
secretly admired, but were unable to supp-
ort because in the long run the public
sector would simply be discriminated
against. Instead they needed to find an
alternative strategy that still provided
for state control without detracting from
the traditional tory support for ‘free enter-
prise‘. The ‘left‘ within Labour has almost
succeeded in making the term ‘corporate
management‘ a dirty phrase of the past,
but, despite all the denials to the cont-
rary and Thatcher's talk about less state
control and the ‘libertarian‘ economy,
the tory monetarists have succeded in re-
viving the corporatist approach at a degree
that makes all previous Labour Party efforts
appear clumsy. Through this new approach
the marriage of state and industry is
almost complete. Thatcher's policy is not,
as she would have us all believe, to enrich
the power of the private sector above all
else and to allow market forces to be the
guiding force on productivity and employ-
ment levels. On the contrary, this is pure
fiction. Her aspiration is more of an econ-
omy whereby the future prosperity and
security of the private sector is guarrant-
eed (i.e. benevolently controlled) by a
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pro-free market state. This means more
laws, not less, and more restrictions on
‘free collective bargaining‘. More help
to small firms struggling to survive, more
sell-offs of ‘public-owned‘ industry at
Prices in favour of the private sector.
More control over just how far local coun-
cils can reverse this trend by their supp-
orting public sector industry at a local
level. Greater funding of private industry
by providing cheap labour through the
MSC, YTS and YOP. And the deliberate
engineering of a labour surfeit so as to
provide the ideal conditions for firms to
toughen up to wage demands.

This is not monetarism but state capitalism.
For five years the tory government has
intervened on every major industrial dispute
talking about more ‘cash limits‘, national
productivity levels, how wage rises in
one industry may encourage similar demands
in another. Where the tories have injected.
money into the economy, this has been
in the kind of industries that are not
only deliberately non-labour intensive
but are guarranteed to provide the sort
of technology that encourages other industry
to become less labour intensive. This -is
fine if tory policy meant that we could
work less without the qualtity of our life
worsening. But this is not the case.

At the same time the inertia of many of
the union leaders in responding to this
social and economic engineering may not
be all that surprising. After all the tory
policy merely complements much of the
sectionalism of many of the (especially
craft) unions. For most union bureaucracies
the skilled worker comes first, then the
semi-skilled, then the un-skilled, and
lastly the unemployed. And never the twain
shall‘ meet, otherwise the whole principle
of wage demarcations gets undermined.
lts a fact that the lower paid have more
in common with the jobless than they have
with their fellow higher-paid (relatively)
workers. This connection is more clearly
understood when the wage demands of the
lower paid are constantly being measured
against those on the ‘social wage‘ and
vice-versa. Each section of the working ,
class is thus placed in a position wherby
the state attempts-to play one off against
the other. -

' ‘ll

On the more positive side people are begin-
ing to question the value of employment
at the price of institutionalised austerity.

.,_ ' .||-_ _- _ _ 1

Under state socialism/capitalism work is,
of course, geared to profit and not needs.
Productivity is not necessarily the real
reason behind the creation of redundancies
and for some this realisation is bringing
about a radical rethink of the true nature
of the relationship between the union
bureaucracies and industry. For capitalism
redundancies are generally created as
part of a deliberate response to changing
forces in the commodity market. If, for
example, the ‘value' of coal is artificially
decreased because of a greater emphasis
on the competion from alternative energy
resources, then a cut-back on production
is preferred rather than create a glut
which could lead to lower pricing and
lower profits. For those industries which
are not constrained to the-exploitation
of one product, and are free to expand
in whatever direction they wish (i.e. priv-
ate industry), re-investment in other areas
is the answer. Re-investment normally
involves cut-backs in one area, followed
by expansion in another.

In theory higher productivity should mean
less work, not more: as production becomes
more cost-effective and new technology
assists greater efficiency, then the require-
ments on labour should be less and so
either working hours can be reduced (but
not at the expense of wages) or job-sharing
can be encouraged. We almost take for
granted that the 8 hour day is normal;
yet it wasn't that long back that a 60
hour week was the norm (for some it still
is). But if overnight suddenly everyone ‘
found themselves with a 20 hour week,
industry wouldn't suddenly grind to a
halt, nor would there be an explosion
in poverty, hunger or any of the other
calamities we are assured will happen,
by both the right and left, if work levels
were substantially cut all around. It is
true that industry would adjust, but this
would merely take the form of an adjustment
in the commodity market and a change
in the restrictions of the type of work
we do (i.e. there would be less competition
and less bureacracy). If it were true that
more work equals more production equals
more profit, then capitalism would be so
organised so as to have every person cap-
able of work (and even those who were
not) working 16 hours a day, seven days
a week and unemployment would not be
allowed. Instead capitalism is trying to
create more unemployment. It is not prod-
uction as such that creates wealth, but
supply and demand.

""_ _ 

 _""i’

On the other side of the coin unemploy-
ment, for the capitalist, can serve two
functions: it helps to stabilise the labour

jmarket encouraging workers to stay where
they are and not to make too many de-
mands; it also helps to stabilise the demanc
for commodities (without an expendable
income your spending power is reduced).
In this ‘respect it could (and should) be
argued that as ‘an (unwilling) prop to»
this system of regulation, the jobless are
of important value to the capitalist and
therefore should be rewarded - without
them the profit system wouldn't work!
If, for example, everyone suddenly had
both the capacity and the desire to'buy
a certain product from a certain firm -
overnight the market for these goods (de-
pending on the type of goods) would be
made obsolete. The principle here is that
capitalism depends not on our spending
power, as we are constantly being told
(as an incentive to work harder and earn
more money), but more on our desire (incul-
cated by advertising) by what we cannot
afford and may never afford. Thus we
are then encouraged to take out loans
and make repayments, which are in turn
used to pay dividends back to the capital-
ists.

Perhaps the biggest lie of all -believed
in strongly by reformists of all hue, and
without which the future of a union
bureaucrat could not be guarranteed -
is that our right to well-being is something
that is not ours, but is something that
has to be bargained for. The capitalists,
therefore, believe that the fruits of prod-
uction is rightfully theirs and that we
have to negotiate for our slice of the cake.
Netherless until most of us begin to see
through this lie, then there has to be
a struggle for reforms against those who
exploit. By itself, with no vision of what
we are trying to create for ourselves out
of this chaos, then such a struggle can_
become an end unto itself. But as capital-
ism and the state will lose materially
as we make material gains, so also will
they lose on a qualitive level as we
attempt to create the sort of society that
we, as libertarians, will hope will one
day be.
So what are the alternatves to compromise?

FIRST. A total rejection of any form of
arbitration, followed by a complete boycott
of the labour laws (even those that claim
to work for the workers benefit).
SECOND. A realignment of the forces of
labour away from the hierarchical and
authoritarian reformist unions and a move
towards greater inter-industrial solidarity.
THIRD. The creation of an alternative econ-
omy based on mutual aid and need.
FOURTH. The use of defensive measures
in preperation to a more generalised con-
frontation against state and capital.
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The reasons for rejecting the" labour laws
have been oulined above: these laws only
but serve to involve the working class
in the participation of bourgoise legalities.
These legalities mostly work against our
interests. If the tribunals and law courts
were boycotted on a significant scale,
then they would be made obsolete and
the state and industry would have to deal
with the direct action of the workers.
Without creating new bureaucracies to re-
place the old ones, alliances to provide
maximum solidarity would be essential
so as to avoid sectionalism and isolation
from wider support. In the workplace these
alliances would be based on the actions
of solidarity and not the rhetoric. Com-
pletely new tactics would need to be eval-
uated and tried out, avoiding the mistakes
of the_past. All-out strikes could be cripp-
‘"19, _|f there is no major strike fund
(contributed by as many workers in as
many other industries as possible) to act
as a substitute to wages. (Likew-ise, as
wo_rkers solidarity increases, so will solid-
E""'llY between firms.) Go-slows, lightning
actions, etc could be used instead. Greater
use of sabotage, expropriations, etc are

I e5P6¢I-Blly useful if massive support for
t the action cannot be gained. Also, self-

imposed improvements, if done unilaterally
is a tactic that many workers have comp-

) |etely_ forgotten _about (it was used very
j effectively by IWW members for reducing

- the number of working hours). In the I‘
transition leading to more drastic change

. , 1‘= ITIEIJOF‘ reforms in the form of a Ii hour
working ‘day (with no loss of pay), massive
Job-sharing and job-rotation could become
a demand of these alliances. This would

j significantly cut down the number of people
i who are jobless and at the same time pro-
I

_ vide a change in the quality of work,

In the community a boycott '(on a neigh-
bourhood basis or even on a wider scale)
of rent and rate payments, of electricity
and gas bill (and other debt) payments,
the take-over of municipal property for
more communal use, a complete withdrawal

_ of cooperation with the local authorities

by bosses we could work in the way we '
ourselves considered best met our needs;
There would be -no need to produce useless
products, for example, and there would
be a shift in emphasis on the way industry
is run (i.e. you wouldn't need ticket‘ coll-
ectors if there was a refusal to pay fares,
never mind if money had ceased being
of any use; the vast army of administrators
would also be made redundant). Without
the necessity for managers, free-loaders
or bureaucrats (who take up §- of the jobs
in the"modern day industrial society)
there would be no neeid to institutionalise
job-sharing, it would be a natural phenom-
ena. Work patterns would not be just
changed; with a qualitive difference in
the way we saw work, sectionalism would
be a thing of the past. t

As the same time as the confrontation with
industry in the workplace and the trans-
formation of daily economic and social
life in the neighbourhoods, additional
defensive measures, as a rearguard to
the more generalised rebellion, would be
needed to fight off the counter-attack from
the forces of the state, and those with
class interests to protect, never mind the
authoritariansof both the right and left.
Classic guerrilla tactics will prove the
more favourable. These could include major
attempts at sabotage, mass expropriations,
general harassment of the enemy forces,
the creation of no-go areas, etc, leading
eventually, as opposition grows, to all
out class war and an attempt to destroy
the state and capital completely. Local de-
fence groups, integrated within the work-
place and neighbourhood struggles, provid-
ing solidarityi_ could be the ideal arrange-
ment for striking at the enemy without
giving them the chance to use their superior
forces to crush any visible and identifyable
threat. It is also important that these
defence groups do not take on an authority
of their own: history has shown that as
society is transformed they can become
the new armed authority, representing ~
the new ‘proletarian state‘. To safeguard
against this possibility (or rather probabil-

(including the 'socialist‘ ones), a collective Hy) great?‘ “""“"“a.5‘5 must .firSt be maced
refusal to transport fares, the occupation on the Pesmtance m the nelghbourhoodg
of empty housing, the boycotting of banks
and other financial institutions, would
all help to weaken the hold of the state
and capital and would complement the

and in the places of work and on the
new forms of cooperation that will form
the grounding for an alternative economy.
The way we live and cooperate, the way
we organise outside of the state structure

J

The deep historical roots of the Chilean
workers movement can be traced back to
the founding of the first mutual benefit
society, in 184"/,which was the first assoc
iation of its kind in Latin America. Some
six years later, in 1853, the printing work-
ers of Santiago, under the leadership of
the Peruvian Victor Laynez, founded the
Sociedad Tipografica which later became
the Union de Tipografos. In 185 8 work-
ers in the coastal town of Valparaiso
created the Sociedad dc A rtesanos, and
by 1860 similar groups had been formed
in Santiago and La Serena. From then on
the number of mutualist societies rapidly
increased. By 1870 thirteen such organ-
isations existed, rising to 39 in 1880 and
240 in 1900. The maximum number of
600 was reached in 1925 with a total
membership of 25,000. In 1916 the rep-
resentatives of these mutualist societies
formed the Congreso Social Obrero
which played an important role until
the late l920’s.

In parallel with the mutualist societies
whose aims were confined simply to
mutual aid, education and the improve-
ment of working conditions for its mem-
bers, a more radical workers organisation
was formed. In 1850 Francisco Bilbao,

struggle in the workplace for the destruct- _ ’ ' ia veteran of the 1848 revolution in Paris,
50" Of the POWBI‘ be5BS- 5u¢h H refusal together with Santiago Arcos and Eugenio- h ' ' ' . .to collaborate with these bases could even aut omtaman manner’ an will have an 1,1110 faundad the Sgcigdgd da Ia Igualdad

the way relate to each other in a non-
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The Chilean workers movement is one of the oldest organised workers movementsi
in Latin America. From its early mutualist origins it quickly assumed a truly
revolutionary character and constantly fought for the transformation of Chilean p
society through the destruction of not only the capitalist system but of the State *5: 5 * Q?
itself, which it saw as an instrument of repression and domination. Throughout
its long history it has also persistently fought for its autonomy and integrity-
despite continued attempts by political parties, especially the Communist, to
utilize and manipulate it for their own ends.

workers were without any form of radical
organisation. This however did not hamper
an important and widespread strike of the
saltpetre workers of Tarapacan in June
1890, who demanded to be paid in money
and not tokens exchangeable at the stores
owned by the company. This strike, the
first to be organised by Chilean workers,
was put down with great brutality on the
orders of the Englishman Colonel North
better known as the ‘King of saltpietre’.

In 1893 the first Chilean anarchist
journal El Oprimido ( The Oppressed)
appeared in Santiago, followed in 1900
by El Acrata. - At the same time the
anarchists began agricultural colonies
which soon began to send agitators on
propaganda tours throughout the country.

The opening years of the 20th Century
brought the revival of militant workers
organisations. In January 1900, through
the efforts of the anarchists, the
Combinacion Mancommunal dc Obrero
(Combined ii/'0l'iC£?'.S' Association) was
founded in the northern sea port of
Iquique. In it's short life of barely 5 years
the Mancommunal had united the major-
ity of nitrate and maritime workers in the
Northern sea board towns and cities. It’s
ideas were spread by it’s two journals,

The anarchists must enter the working-
class unions, first ofall to carry on
anarchist propaganda there, and then
because it is the only way in which -
on the day we all hope for - we may
have at our disposition groups who are
capable of taking over the direction of
production; we must enter the unions,
finally, to struggle energetically against
that detestable state of mind that makes
the syndicates disinclined to defend
anything but special interests..... ..

Malatesta

or 2

‘Chile-an peasants during the Allende govern-
ment’s agrarian reform programme.

The early years of the century also saw
a series of bloody confrontations between
workers and the representatives of State
repression. In December 1901 the Man-
communai organised an unsuccessful 3
month long general strike of dockers and
maritime workers in lquique. The strike
was repressed with much brutality and

El Marilima (The SE1-i‘"»'¢1J’) Of A1'lt0f3gl1$tfli many workers were deported to the
and El Trabajo (Work) of Iquique. In
addition it organised a whole series of
public conferences, its best known speak-
ers being Malaquias Concha and Juan
Vargas Marquez. The anarchist s were also
instrumental in founding, in 1902, the
Federacion de Obreros dc Imprenta
(Federation of Printing 'Workers) in
Santiago, which soon had a membership
of 7,000. With the decline of the Man-
communal due to police repression the
anarchists organised Sociedades de Re.rz'st-
encia (Resistance Societies) throughout

extreme south of the country. In 1902.
Santiago trainworkers held a successful
2 week long strike during which traincars
were burnt in the street. In May 1903
striking maritime workers in Valparaiso
won an increase in wages from the
Shipping companies only after company
offices were burnt down and a running‘
battle between workers and the police
resulted in 30 dead and over 200 wounded
In October 1905 a mas s protest in Santiago,
against the rising cost of living and the
demand for a deduction in import tax on

thfi ¢0llI1'f1'Y- The‘-$6 Sodedades $0011 livestock from Argentina in order to
became very popular due to their direct
action approach in confronting Chilean
capital, and were especially strong among
the miners, dockers and maritime workers.
By 1910 it had around 55,000 adherents
in 433 active Sociedades (when the total
population of Chile at the time was
3,200,000 people.)

reduce the price of meat, developed into
a revolutionary general strike which then
became known as the Semana Roja (R ed
Week). During the ensuing governmental
repression over 200 people were killed
and wounded by the police and army.
In January ‘1906 a strike of train drivers
and footplate workers on the Antofagust.i-
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massive strike of over 30,000 nitrate
workers took place in' the Northen Province
of Tarapaca. In the course of the struggle
the town of Iquique was occupied by the
strikers. What followed was to be the
bloodiest episode in Chilean working class
history. During the ‘liberation’ of the town

La Paz railway developed into a general Sociedades had their own collective organ,
strike. In March the strike was put down
hy the police with many workers being
killed or wounded. In December 1907 a

El Siglo XX (The 20th Century) this is
by no means sure. El Obrero Libre (The
Free Worker), Tarapaca - 1903-1904,
Luz (light). the monthly journal of the
hogar arm onista Elisio Reclus - Conception
I904 La Batalla (The Struggle), Valparai-
so -1507 -19:4; Luzy watt (Light st Life)
‘workers periodical of libertarian propagan-
da’ Antofagusta - 1908 - 1920, La Protesta
(The Protest), Santiago - 1908 - 1912;

by the army under the command of Gen- Adelante (Forward), Puerta Arenas - 1910
cral Silva Renard over 500.workers were
machine gunned to death, along with their
families, in the space of 7 minutes in front
of the Church of Santa Maria.

During these struggles the employers
placed the names of militant workers on
‘black lists’ which were then circulated
amongst the owners of mining and indust-
rial establishments. Once on one of these
lists it was almost impossible for them to ‘In December 1919 the by now re-organised
Iind employment.

In September 1909 the first national it’s first congress in the town of Conception.

- 1912; El Surco (The Farrow), Iquique -
1917 - 1925. Several anarchist centres were
also founded, the most influential being
the Centro Anarquico de Estudios Sociales
- La Brecht: (The Breach) of Iquique that
functioned between 1915 and 1917.

The immediate post war years brought
a renewed workers movement, as it did
throughout the rest of Latin America.

F.O.Ch. (it had dropped the Gran), held

workers union, the Gran Federacion Obrera Abandoning its former moderation and
(‘hilena was founded in Santiago. The
aims of G.F.O.Ch,though,were reformist ,
including the forming of funeral clubs &

reformism it proudly declared it's new
principles - ‘the abolition of the capitalist
State, which would be replaced by the

consumers cooperatives and the encourage- Federacion who would organise product-
ment of mutual aid amongst its members.
In 1914 the G.F.OCh. was legalised by the
Government, no doubt due to its moder-
ation. Two years later its main objective.
was realised when a law was enacted that
made employers compensate workers for
accidents at work.

While the anarchists were la in an

ion and distribution’. True to its newly
found autonomy it also refused particip-
ation in, or control by any political or
religious party. The radicalism of F.O.Ch.
however was shortlived. During it s
second Congress in 1922, in Rancagua, a
group, unknown to the vast majority of
delegates, and led by Emilo RacabarrenP Y B _

important role within the heart of working who had recently returned from a six week
class organisations, they continued their visit to Moscow, and was under orders from
independent propaganda work throughout
the country, mainly by means of their

the Comintern to found a Communist
Party in Chile, managed to persuade the

journals many of which lasted several years. Congess, despite strong opposition from
A brief survey of anarchist publications
will show clearly the breadth of their act-
ivity. It is possible that some of the journ-

many aulihsentic delegates to adhere to
the Moscow orientated International of
Red Trade Unions. With the infiltration

 "i'i' 

were soon taken over It also signed, in
the short term, its own death warrant as
an autonomous organisation, and soon
abandoned its direct action approach to
the struggle. The decision to adhere to the
the I.R.T.U. however was not adopted.
with unanimity. Over the following years
several unions were to leave F.O.Ch.
beginning with the Federacion Obrera
Ferroriaina (Federation of Railway Work-
Workers) in 1923. During it s short life
as an autonomous organisation though,
F.O.Ch. did managed to organise and
support the massive strike of coal miners
in 1920. t

In December 1919, as F.O.Ch was
declaring itself a revolutionary union,a
section of the Industrial Workers of the
World was founded in Santiago, and
immediately affiliated 7 syndical organ-
isations embracing .wel1 over 9,000 mem-
bers. Throughout its existence the IWW’s
main strength lay with the maritime
workers of the coastal towns especially
Iquique, Valparaiso and Antofagusta. It
was also active in organising unions of
bakers, bricklayers, shoe and munitiori
workers. Although never having the large
membership of the communist dominated
F.O.Ch, the IWW was still able to command
a considerable amount of influence. In the
summer of 1920 it lead a 3 month long
strike of maritime workers to prevent the
export of cereal when its exportation was
causing famine and consequently raising
the price of available cereal. . On July
22nd the Govt. responded by raiding
the IWW’s headquarters in Santiago and
instigating a generalised repression of
anarchist workers throughout the country.
This repression however did not stop the
IWW from organising strikes ,of maritime
workers in the ports of Valparaiso and
San Antonio in 1923, and publishing
its own journal Accion Directa (Direct

als were attached to branches of the of the Communists in F.O.Ch. newspapers Action).
.S’oCierldcleS de Resistencia, but as the and presses owned by the Federacion Outside the IWW there were several

"I"‘I"I'\-l'\IF"I h— H-I

. . . the ever-present fear of arrest and tortu re‘. A worker in the hands of the Chilean army.
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of terror instigated by the bloody Pinochet, 0f Worker! R651-mlflfiel ‘#11056 J01-11‘1“-31 -was
were the blackest in the history of the Autarwmia y Svlidaridad (A at-rrrwmy &
Chilean workers movement. Pinally, in
1931, a popular uprising, beginning with
a students strike and an insurrection by
sailors of the Chilean Navy, and ending in
a general strike,brought about the down-
’fall of the regime and the exile of ‘Paco’
Ibanez.

With the downfall of Ibanez workers
organisations began to be reformed. The
Communists made an attempt to revamp
F.O.Ch without much success. The
anarchists though, were more successful.
In 1932, what remained of the IWW and
F.O.R.Ch joined forces with a few indep-
endent libertarian groups and formed the
Confederacion General de Trabajadores
(General Confederation of Workers).
The C.G.T. which was similar in structure
to F.O..R.Ch. varied from the IWW since
it adopted the regional federation as its
base rather than industry. Some months
after it’s foundation the C.G.T. had
affiliated 35 unions including those of
the painters,carpenters, electricians and
printers, with a total membership of over
17,000. It also began to publish it’s own
newspaper, La Pro testa, which served as
a mouthpiece for various other anarchist
groups. Some other anarchist workers

Solidarity), and the Federacion de Obreros
de Imprenta (Federation ofPrint Workers)
who, during their Congress at Tesnino in
1924 approved a declaration of principles
demanding ‘a future society based on free
accordi

In 1925 a split took place within the
Chilean IWW, when some of its strongest
unions broke away to form the Federacion
Obrera Regional Chilena (Regional Federatio, C.U.T..Ch’s President, and presented Ibanez
ation of Chilean Workers), based on the
Aregentinian F.O.R.A. The IWW continued
with a greatly reduced membership until
1927. It also reappeared briefly from 1942-
1945.

In 1927 Carlos Ibanez, a former army
Colonel became the President of Chile.
Despite being elected by the popular work-
ing class vote on the promise of social
reform, Ibanez soon became a tyrant of
Labour Unity was formed, which in the
February of the following year founded
the Central Unica de Trabajadores de Chile
(The Single Central Organisation of Chilean
Workers). The C.U.T.Ch included under _
it’s umbrella several small independent
unions, both fractions of C.T.Ch. and
the anarchist C.G.T., and was directed
by a national council comprising of

organisations remained outside the C.G.T. representatives of affiliated organisations.
These included the Federaciori Sindical
Libertaria de Estucadores y Ramos

The anarchists were represented by 4
counsellers; Ernesto Miranda, Ramon

Sirnilares (Libertarian Syndicaiist Federat— Dgminguez’ I-lootot Duran and Celio
ion of Plasterers and similar trades). They Pohlote, In addition to the national
also had their own newspaper which council, provincial, regional and depart-
lasted from 1935 - 1955.

In december 1934 the communists,
socialists and other parties joined forces

mental councils were established through-
out the country.

At last the unity of the Chilean working
to create the Confederaciori de Traba]'ad- class had been realised, at least in the short
ores de Chile (Confederation of Chizean
Workers). The C.T.Ch, dominated as it

term, as manual and white collar workers,
students, peasants and intellectuals all

was by political parties, was totally reform- flocked to join the C.U.T.Ch.
ist in character and soon became plagued A series of large scale demonstrations
by the rivalry between the Communists
and Socialists.

In 1952 Carlos ‘Paco’ Ibanez, already

were organised in many parts of the
country, and soon workers were confront-
ing both employers and the State in an

well known to many older Chilean work- - atmosphere of open war. For once this
ers, was elected to the Presidency. This unified action was taking place independ-
coincided with a significant intensification ently of political party control. The

/"“--

O
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the worst kind. For the next 4 years he of the workers struggle against both the workers were taking part in the struggle
unleashed a relentless campaign of brutal employers and the State; a struggle that 1'0?‘ Fl1@m$@lP_@~'i' find "0 0"? Else-
repression against workers organisations. was being waged increasingly outside the
Hundreds upon hundreds of militants were (j_T_Ch which by 110w had split into two
murdered in the streets, tortured or sent factions and no longer represented the
into internal exile. Both the IWW and the interests of the working class.
F.O.R.Ch. were destroyed (as were the On May lst 1952 a commission of 5
Communist unions) and their leaders de- other anarchist inspired and led organisat-
ported to the islands of Mas Afuera and ions the Federacion de Obreros en R_esz'st;
Aysen. These years, except for the reign encia Autonomos (A utonomons Federation ‘known nothing like it before. The strike

In the beginning of 1956 C.U.T.Ch.
organised several limited strikes in prepar-
ation for a total stoppage. Finally, in July
1956 a general strike was called.
The strike was remarkable due to the force
and capacity of the workers new found
revolutionary syndicalism. Chile had know

was absolutely total. For 48 hours nothing
moved. The government began to waver
and Ibanez threatened to resign and hand
over the responsibility of running the
country to C.U.T.Ch. Clearly worried by
this situation the leaders of the left wing
parties recommended that Ibanez should
ask C. U.T.Ch to convene a commission to
present its grievances and at the same
time call off the strike. A commission was
duly formed, headed by Clotavio Blest,

with their petition. He immediately
demanded 7 days to consider the grievan-»
ces on the condition that work was resumed
After 2 days of violent discussion a solut-
ion was reached - with the total agreement
of the communists and socialists,the strike
was suspended. The 4 anarchist counsellors
refused to accept this without consulting
their members but they were overruled.
In a climate of disorientation the workers
returned to work with nothing at all to
show for their sacrifice and struggle.

After this bitter experience the unity of
the Chilean working class fell to pieces.
In 1957 another general strike was called
by C.U.T.Ch to attempt to gain the dein -I
ands made the previous year but it was a
complete failure. Confidence in the lead-
ership was now non-existent. After this
the anarchists finally withdrew from C.U.
T.Ch. By 1960 anarchist influence in
the Chilean workers movement became
minimal.

Now under the bloody dictatorship of
Pinochet and his band of torturers, the
Chilean workers are engaged in a new
struggle. The fall of the dictator is not
far off, and when this happens, and the
workers are again free to organise them-
selves let us hope many of the past prob-
lems and failures will not be repeated.

September 1 I th I 983
I0 years after Pinochet ’s Coup.

Paul Albert.



Some otherwise libertarians cling to the nationalist illusion, though they find
_it convenient to limit their ‘nationalism’ to certain particular nationalisms.
They accept that English Nationalism equals fascism, but are disinclined to
say the same of Irish or Palestinian or any Third World Countries - unless the
latter are out of favour with Moscow and the package deal, eg. Israel, when
nationalism becomes hnperialism! There is even some esoteric standard where
by it is possible to decide which of two conflicting nationalisms within a
nation State are ‘progressive’ "(ultimately it again falls back on which is for
America and which is for Russia.

We have received several letters on the
subject. One of them is from someone
writing from the Northern Ireland point
of view; which starts by defending nation-
alism as such: I J

Nationalism in beland is not only at war
with an unwanted political, economic,
cultural and military oppression, it is a
positive force which asserts ITS unique-
ness, ITS worth, ITS value, through the
hearts and minds and actions ofIrish
people. Republicanism in Ireland, and
elsewhere, has long recognised that
humanity needs free nations just as the

not forget he is a man of great courage
and was an urban guerrilla who fought
against oppression”. Well, we don’t. Much
the same can be said of Stalin, Tito and
others. Some dictators were cowards from
the start. Not all. What has this to do with
today?

“Jacob” berates us for “anti-semitisrn”
in opposing the State of Israel. But anti-

.-

semitism is a political term given to those
opposed to Jews for any and every reason
whatever and not making distinctions!
between whether they are religous, atheist,
nationalist, internationalist revolutionary,

nations need free individuals. Republicanism tcactiohaq/_ The Nazis put it that it did
seeks to destroy British rule in Ireland,
and to promote social justice based on
just re-distribution of resources and equal
opportunity at all levels. It is NOT expan-
sionist in nature, but seeks, alone, to
assert and achieve freedom for the Irish
nation to take control of its own future.

I Hold on a minute. Nationalism in Ireland
won. It established a Republic. Must it, to
have achieved the wonderful aims ascribed
to it have all the counties including the six
excepted counties.? Couldn’t there have

been a start to its “unique” goals?
_Where in the world has ‘Republicanism’

meant any advance whatsoever in the
modern world? Historically, the capitalist
nations generally had to slough off feudal
monarchism; in England the monarchy
was able through cunning to survive, to
integrate itself, and the aristocracy, in the
capitalist order: Its present dsaystructure
socially is no different from Republican
France, America & elsewhere. It is only
in the Six counties of Ulster that there
lingers a belief in the Republic as some-
thing utopian: though the social and
economic programme of the Irish Repub-
licans is indifferent from that of the
Labour Party here and at times below
that of the Conservatives.

This correspondent (No Name) is angry
that Gerry Adams is compared with
Menachem Begin “Gutter ideology of the
first wank” as she/he/it elegantly puts
it. “Gerry Adams is respected for his
personal courage and his dedicated efforts
to help organise and politicise an occupied
and brutalised community.” But another
correspondent - giving the cognomen
‘Jacob’ his equally indignant that Menachem
Begin should be compared with Jerry ‘
Adams. “When you denounce Begin do

not matter what one believed, what was
wrong was a different racial origin. Anti-
semites have no doubt reason to dislike
Israel but they equally dislike anti-Zionist
jews, though no doubt a leavening of
anti-semitism exists in the new left package
deal, not least among those of Jewish
racial origins. The same phenomenon is
seen among most other nations and the
package dealers: witness .a sign I saw in
Wales “Brits Out” which is delightfully
soppy but indicative of what its about.
Further to this see Spare Rib magazine
which is having a split between ‘white’
and ‘coloured’ women and the debate on
Israel)Zionism)anti-semitism where the
white Irish anti-imperialists can bridge
the barrier of ‘race’ and Patriarchy to
condemn black Jewish women for not
being anti.-Zionist enough and other
complicatedqheadaches....

A massive screed comes from another
signing “God” and claiming to come from
the Isle of Dogs. This person was ‘sickened
by the cover article on the Israeli invasion
of Lebanon almost as much as by the
invasion itself. 20,000 peoplewere killed
in two months by the second best equipped
army in the world...” A person who can
be ‘sickened’ by an article almost as much
as by the killing of 20,000 people needs
to be psycho-analysed. It is not sure which
is the best equipped-army in the world
(USA obviously! As they would not
consider China, Russia would be,b‘ut may-
be England or France? I

He denies utterly that the Lebanese
Christians are a nation at all. They are
“Pha1angists”- not people. He saysiquite
correctly ‘The Phalangists are the progeny
of Mussolini as were certain Zionist

are an integral part of the country, as are t this ranges from Anarchists to elected lhnfls and 1101136 break-ins, 1'flP9 91: n'1uTd9T-
the “Muslims”. The Lebanese division is legal representatives. His political Th9 19h 15 how t99 918 f91' lh9 P°h99 f°Y99 t

Dazzled by his pbljce cgnquegt-and-rule II10IT16I1l, I16 COIIIIIIES l1ll'I1S6lf 110 U16 GLC
Palestinian Arab nationalists were the in divided Belfast, Sir Kenneth " Newman, - flfld the revolutionaries alike, in order
P1'9E9hY 9f 15119 Mufti of J91'us919m="th9 now Police boss in London, immediately in ‘Y9$l9T9 T959991?’ for th9 army and
disciple of Hitlernwho spent war years declared that half the population were - “nation” (Whatever W35 meant in that -
in Berlin, or that the Zionist groups who “the enemy" within, 99nl9Xl), Sh‘ Kenneth Newman P1'991ahn$
emanated from Mussolini"s Italy were in In his now notorious lecture on the th9 11999 to Teslnfe Iefipect and fear fbr
fact excluded from the right wing and future police role in London (on which th9 P9h99i and 139 9Ya9k dhwn On 91'ili9$-
clashed with“Jabotinsky’s revisionists we commented in a News Bulletin) the B1-ll all the $31119 time 119 flffifms that the
which repiesents Israeli type fascism: “left wing activists” are stigmatised as P9h99 99" n919n89T b9 9XP99t9d to 9931
and that the “Christians” of Lebanon 5 the enemy and he makes it clear that With 1'°hh91'Y and P9T59n31 assaults» 1'999

purely feudal affiliation, it has nothing declaration as plain as General Franco’s we must all co-operate and do the best
to do with class division nor with ideolog'- and what is interesting is that he at the for ourselves, as the problem in London
ical difference. ‘The left fights same time abdicates any normal police has become too great for the police and
within the PLO’. What ‘left wing’ View responsibility. people must tackle theissues in this
does this section of the Lebanese hold? J _ _ T95P99t which have social causes‘ .
Republicanism? But so too do the Christ- The Francglsts ‘dea of an Anny ‘ha’ The I9fl‘59n P991919 T9199‘ the Anarchist
ians! They equally assert their ‘uniqueness’ 99m_1hi‘S hislliw-18°“ so that nhtional case is because they shy that Y9“ n‘-“St
as ,1 free nation! lfndltlhn can h9 1'95P99t9d 13 n91th9T more have police to protect them from these

it 1 EH - - HOT 195$ flhfill-lid than th9 N9Wm9h idea crimes. The police themselves say that
Contrary to Jacob S ‘new that ”""' that a policb force has to act repressively they Cannot do it! that society must do

against its critics and while doing so can- it for »d-,_emSe1vaS_
Zionists like the one signing themsell
“God” are anti-semi-tic, “God” states that
‘it is an insult to Jews to call Israel the
Jewish State and not the Zionist State.”
(A bit unclear on what “Zion” refers to?
But Zionist is a weasel word in the pack-
age deal vocabulary!) Israel is clearly a
Jewish State. We agree it is an insult to
any people to identify them with the
State, Arab, Russia, Jewish, British.
However, most of the world merits the
slur, most of all the Nationalist section!

Finally “God” queries our statement
that thelsraeli State is democratic, and
even social-democratic, pointing out that
it is racialist and imperialist. Is that contra
dictory? So is America, so is Britain.
Democracy, and even social-democracy
is compatible with racialism and imperial-
ism - that is why we are not democrats
but Anarchists. “Israel’s democracy can
only be compared to the Herrenvolk
Democracy of South Africa”. Quite so,
that is the very point we wanted to make.
Only the left package dealers want to
reserve the term “democracy” for States
which have abolished all forms of
independent organisation!

Countries which have independent
unions are not fascist for the class war
can still continue. Countries which have
abolished the unions are fascist or total-
itarian, ‘communist’ or feudal because
the class struggle cannot continue. But
the former can still be racialist and
imperialist and very often are, the ruling
class putting the theories of racialism
and nationalism forward precisely as a
means of deflecting the class struggle
since ‘it continues — yes, ‘No Name’
even in Republics. .even an Irish Republic!

not be expected to prevent the citizens If The Anarchists say that society can
fY9m being plundered at will" only do it when it has abolished the

Just as Ftahcoigta proclaimed the p economic and social system which the
need to overthrow the Republic - for the 1901106 @Xi$l in d9f9nd-

IlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIllllllllIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIllIIllllllllllllllllllllllllllIllllIlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllI

Now the Conservatives want to abolish
the GLC - an additional tier of Govt which
has no more use than any other tier of
Govt. - the Labour Party’s left calls for
“extra-Parliamentary” action to defend
this democratically elected body.

What is needed is extra-Parliamentary
action to take its sphere of influence. Not
giving control to “elected councillors”
who play their own party political games,
and think, once in power, that they own
the Boroughs, but taking control from them .
That is municipal anarchy - the thing they
dread happening.

§ Community councils can run community
affairs, without the need for democratically
elected dictators in all their tin pot glory.,,,... ...,,,
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That the Anarchist idea is utopian will
be the wonder of the age to future gener-
ations - if any - ranking with the beliefs
of the middle ages that rulers were
appointed by God.

While an institutionalised police force
or army exists as part of the State, the
people will never defend themselves both
because of the illegality of doing so and
the apparent lack of necessity. Yet the
people can defend themselves against
institutionalised anti-social crime. Or is
it seriously said that six million citizens
of London would be powerless without a
a police force -_— and also with one according J
to Sir Kenneth! -- that they cannot protect

I I -'-

themselves against some pimply muggers
with razors, a few score rapists, some
Saturday night drunks, a few big business
thugs and a few wild kids? That’s all our
social problems consist of - the rest are

—r

problems of capitalism - and we are told
that it cannot deal with crime. Yet this
is a city that could have resisted the
legal crimes of Hitler’s Gestapo, and may
yet deal with Newmaifs or someone elses!

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

Municipal anarchy means: Firemen running they do not need State direction.
the fire brigades by their own delegated
members.*Finance, needed in the capitalist
world,wou1d obviously come from the
insurance companies.

Hospitals being run by the whole of the workers
medical, caring and administrative, within
the hospital system. The worker controlled
hospital cduld run in conjunction with a
revival of the old friendly society. It would
be well entitled to the money drawn by‘
the State as health benefit and spent else-
where.

The schools have, as the State has
discovered, huge hidden funds which the

The huge housing estates of the Councils
are said to be subsidised. It is a lie. They
offer immense financial potential. They
can fund the Council budget. At present
they are used to help bridge the poverty
trap and store up the social services because
people are living below subsidence level
due to Govt. policy.

Municipal anarchy can begin right away.
It should in no way be confused with
municipal Govt, which has seized the A
rights that belongo the people. The first
tstep is to press. for all those area taken
from municipal government by the State

Conservative Govt, now wants to tap. But to be handed over to the workers,
if the schools have to fend for themselves, a themselves.

During the Cultural Revolution - the
height of Stalinism, Pa Chin was bitterly
attacked for the an hism he would not
recant safisfactdrily. He made the necess-
ary obeisances but did not retract - his
life became a silent shout. Television
audiences a few years ago saw him kneel-
ing on broken glass and being asked to
confess his sins, and he declared I have my
ideas and you have yours, the best thing
is to kill -me.

Most of the attack on him was led by
literary rivals, Yao Wenyuan denouncing
his novels as propaganda for Kropotkin ‘s
philosophy...Anarchist literary works
cause decay because they lead to more
and more conflict. (it didn’t do Yao
Wenyuan any good because he is himselfBlack Flag Autumn I 983 M3836 g1'9uP$’- This h9g3 th9 q‘-195ti9n that the CnnfinnedfF01" ‘P939 ‘,2,-1%] F now serving 20 years imprisonment for

his support of the Gang of Four). Later
Hu Wanchun began denouncing his works
as poison weeds. Finally Red Guards
from Peking forced themselves into his
house beating up Ziao Shan, his wife,
locking them both in the toilet, then
sending Pa Chin to forced labour. (We I
will not execute him because this would
be called a policy ofa party in decline).
Ziao Shan was gged to the cattle pen,
had a sign pinne to her Bad Thoughts
Element,_, later dying of cancer, without
hospital‘ help. Their son was sentenced
to hard labour.

Pa Chin is now more or less free, and
has the satisfaction of seeing his books
in demand over the world, including
China.
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ANAR CH I ST BLACK CROSS

The Anarchist Black Cross was re-
established in London in 1971 after it
had been virtually inactive for some
years. Since its re-formation, secretar-
ies have included Guiseppe Pinelli (mur-
dered by the Italian police), George von
Hauch (gunned down by W. German
police), and Stuart Christie (charged with
involvement in ‘Angry Brigade’ actions).
The former international secretary was
Miguel Garcia (Spanish civil war activist
and guerilla, who spent thrity years in
prison at the hands of Franco). The
ABC has attempted to provide active
assistance to libertarian prisoners, to
support/defence group groups and to
resistance movements. The ABC has
worked for prisoners in Spain, Italy,
Greece, USA — one of the cases, that
of Lorenzo Komboa Ervin, persisting to
the present time -- as well as Britain,
Ireland, China, Turkey and W. Germany.
In Spain it has aided many families of
prisoners and also given solidarity to the
movement in re-building before and
after the fall of Franco. Supporters
of the Black Cross are widespread,
althoug the drift away from revolution-
ary anarchism incertain part of the world
during the late 70's contacts grew less.
More recently, though, we have made
new contacts in Greece, Canada and
East Africa, and ABC groups have been
set up in Italy and Denmark, while in
Spain our friends are many.

If anarchist resistence is to broaden,
the need for local and international
support/solidarity will be that much
greater. We therefore appeal to all
anarchists who support revolutionary
class-war anarchism to form local,
regional and international Black Cross
groups in to keep in regular contact
with each other. The London section
of the ABC continues in the meantime
to coordinate information until a new
international secretariat is established.
Details of the work we are undertaking
in this respect are given below:

PUBLICATIONS
Black Flag is now published in two
formats as a News Bulletin and a
Journal. The News Bulletin reports .

on current anarchist news and Il'l')'Ol'lTl-
ation about contacts; the journal ‘(which
is what you are reading), concentrates
on in-depth reporting and background
analysis. Both publications are known for
their international bias. Any anarchist
documentation centre can receive copies
of Black Flag free on request. We also
send copies free to prisoners when
requested. International and regional
anarchist/anarcho-syndicalist federations
who wish copies for their files should let
us know. All other contacts who wish to
receive Black Flag are urged to subscribe.
Rates are: Britain — £9; Overseas -— £17
(airmail) or £9 (seamail). Publishers of
other papers/newsletters are asked to
proiflde these details in their publications
Black Flag Auptu mn 1983 page 38
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PRESS RELEASE SERVICE
URGENT NEWS MAILINGS

This was set up under the auspices of the
Anti-State Documentation and News
Network, with which we are directly
involved._ ASDNN has undertaken to send
press releases on behalf of anarchist
organisations when there is something
maior to FBDOITI-_'ASDNN has alsci compiled y
a list of known international anarchist
organisations publishersand local groups
for the purpose of mailing out news of
an urgent nature. The Urgent News
Mailings are automatically sent to these
contacts. Individuals can be placed on
the mailing list by sending in £2 (Over-
seas) of £1 .50) (Britain) to ASDNN, BM
Hurricane, London WC1 N 3XX. Recently
the Press Release Service and the Urgent
News Mailing were both used, on behalf
of the Anarchist Black Cross, to publicise
the case of hunger strikers Ph otis Danatos
and Kyriakos Miras who were close to
death and partly as a result of internation-
al protest were later released.

DOCUMENTATI ON/RESEARCH
ASDNN is, in addition, attempting to
create an international index of anarch-
ist archives held in local, regional and
international documentation centres.
ltis hoped that this can be achieved by
linking together individual indexes. This
would in turn facilitate research and
assist in more efficient storage of
information. Details of locally held
material should be sent to ASDNN at
the address quoted if contacts wish to
participate ll'_‘_I____1il'1i_§hBmB. Inspiration
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for ASDNN was provided in the §ett-
ing up of the Kate Sharpley Library -
a London based anarchist documentat-
ion centre, specialising in counter-
information as well as anarchist material,
in which the Black Flag group took a
leading part in its inception and
development. A summary of the KSL
is in this journal. We ask all anarchist
publishers to donate material to the "
library (especially papers/journals).
KSL is, we believe, possibly the largest
single collection of anarchist archives in
Britain.)

INTERNATIONAL ANARCHIST
INFORMATION EXCHANGE

We hope to combine all the above pro-
jects — if this is not too ambitious — and
in this respect are looking for new
premises. Our current address is not
suitable as a permanent address, although
we will continue to stay there as long as
we are able. Whether we stay where we
are or move to a new building (the latter
seems the most likely), we intend to
bring together our various activites and
set up an international anarchist centre
based around the work of the ABC. The
centre would, we hope, function as an
international contact point for news and
information. Currently the existing
premises is also used by a bookshop
collective (121 Books), and functions
as a meeting place and contact for several
groups (S. London DAM -- British section
of the IWA/AIT; a London based anarch-
ist youth group, and an anarchist-feminist
group). If Black Flag is to continue to
disseminate news and information and if
an information centre, based primarily
around the work of Black Cross, is to
be established, then further support is
essential. You can help by publicising
what we are trying to do, by helping
to set up Black Cross groups, by con-
tributing to the ABC PrisonerslMutual
Aid Fund, by sending in news (especially
news of resistance and of comrades who
need support), by participating in the
urgent news scheme, by contributing to
the documentation index, by sending
in copies of local publications etc.

We hope, that with yourassistance, we
can contribute in our own small way to
actively widen and stren then the row-. . . . 9 9ing resistance within the revolutionary
movement.

— — H I

MADE IN BRITAIN - Play
ITV Television
‘Made in Britain ’ was the last, and worst,
of three plays by David Leland which
were recently transmitted on TV. The
theme of the series was the way the
educational/welfare system destroys
young working class people. The effect
however was to reinforce middle-class
stereotypes of how young working
class people are. The first and third
plays in particular portrayed working-
class youngsters as violent, destructive I
and stupid. As ayoung working-class
person myself I felt nothing but insult-
ed by the plays. I went to a compre-
hensive school in South London, a school
with the reputation of being ‘hard’.
I won’t deny that muggings, gang-
fights and bullying don’t go on, they do,
but not to the extent that trendy hacks

Unfortunately not all bookshops will
carry anarchist titles and those that do
are not always easy to get to. The
Anarchist Book Service has been set
up to provide a mail order service to
fill that gap.

We intend to have available titles
from all the major anarchist publishers
and most of the smaller ones too. Also
we will be offering titles that, whilst
not specifically anarchist, may be of
interest.

q

Most mail order suppliers charge
postage and/or packing. We do not.
The list price of the book is all you pay.
More so,‘ on each order received
we will send a 10% credit note back
to you with the books to use against
your next order.
+ 

The Anarchist Book Service is a non-
profit making, non-wage paying group.
All surpluses will be used to improve
the range of titles and services available.

im3gi119- F01‘ the 1110515 P31’)? kids lust Send to: Anarchist Book Service, Box ABS, 121 -Railton Road, London SE24
want to carry on like normal adults,
without violence and without fear.
Bullies for the most part are few and
spend most of their time out of school.
At our boys school knives were never
bandied around at all.

What upsets me more than anything
else is the insinuation that we are stupid.
Sure, the trendy will blame the system
and/or environment but nevertheless
young working class people are stupid.
What is worse is that all the rebellious
kids are totally stupid and ignorant.
The skinhead in Made in Britain is a
caricature, a racist glue-sniffing articulate
rebel. a cliche. I cannot remember the
times I’ve seen that character on TV,
always the same angry confusion. It’s
pretty much an article of faith for trendy
playwriters to portray rebellious kids as
stupid racists.

Uprising, Martin Kettle 8i Lucy
Hodges, Pan Books £2.25 pbk.
Pan Books £2.25 (pbk).
A suitable sub-title would be a ‘liberal
lefty look at the police, blacks and riots’.

?An adequate glance at policing and the
riots over the pastfew years. Not very
comprehensive, contains no new insights
(or incites) and no new startling facts.
Factual errors in the descriptions of the
Brixton riots. When talking about the
outside agitator story they mention the
Trots - predictably - (who did nothing
and never got raided) but fail to mention
the white anarchistsor the Red Bri des
terrorists who featured a lot in the fiass
media scapegoat stories. They do mention
the anarchist bookshop once or twice in
passing, do not talk very much about the
Defence Campaigns, Totally ignore the
P.A.P.O. group which included anarchists
‘squatters, gays, and others less interesting.
All in all not a very good book. The bib-
liography contains no radical book or
magazine article. If you're really interest-
ed track down a copy of Riot Not to t
Work.

Don’t intelligent working class kids
exist? Or is it that they believe intelli-
gent kids do not rebel‘? I’ve never seen an
articulate, intelligent working-class
rebel on TV in my life. The kid who
stands up and says ‘I am an anarchist,
the system stinks’ exists as much as the
mindless moron in the school. At our
school we had our own anti-fascist group,
complete with our own leaflets and graffiti
At fourteen we were arguing the rights
and wrongs of Marx and Lenin (not
Bakunin unfortunately but we were only
kids). It’s Tory propaganda to suggest
that working-class kids are capable of
nothing but mayhem and mindlessness.
Ultimately trendy playwriters and
arch-Tories share the same views of the
working-classes.

Source: P.P.
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ANSWERS TO QUIZ
1. ‘The Spanish Patriot’ just behind

Waterloo Station‘ is named after
a guerrilla fighter (depicted on
the pub sign) typical of those
who fought against Napoleon
in the Peninsular War and were
regarded as allies by the British
though later sacrificed to
reaction (history repeats itself).

2. A Daily Mirror cartoon charact-
er Popski -— modelled in the early
twenties on the caricature anar-
chist but used interchangeably
as a ‘Bolshi’ -- has his name
given to the ‘dirty tricks’
commando in the North African
campaign (‘Popski’s Private
Army’) commanded by Lt. Col.
Vladimir Peniakoff.

3. Karl Marx, in a letter to Fried-
rich Engels.

4. She did say to Alexander Berk-
man, when she was young,
something a little like that, but
later in life she went over thor-
oughly to Berkman’s single-

 mindedness.

*5. Mrs Thatcher callediher children
Carol and Mark - Karl Marx! -
suspicious, eh?

6. A direct descendant of john
Most is currently a radio comm-
entator on football matches in
the United States, but, alas,
Johnny Most doesn’t want to
know anything about his notor-
ious ancestor.
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